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PREFACE 
Order random variates like order statistics (os), record value and generalized 
order statistics (gos) have significant role in characterizing the probability 
distributions. Characterization results are located on the borderline between 
probability theory and mathematical statistics, and utilize numerous classical 
tools of mathematical analysis. The useful characterizations results are those 
which shed light on modeling consequences of certain distributional 
assumptions and those which have potential for development of hypothesis 
tests for model assumptions. 
Characterization theorems are the only methods, which allow us to avoid the 
subjective choice of F and lead to the accurate F{x) through simple 
properties. 
The present dissertation entitled "Characterization of Probability 
Distributions: A review" is a brief collection of the work done so far on the 
topic. I have tried my best to include sufficient, up to date and relevant 
materials in the systematic way, which are contained in five chapters. 
Chapters I is introductory in nature, deals with the concept of order statistics, 
record values, generalized order statistics and dual generalized order statistics 
and some useful results based on these ordered random scheme which are 
needed in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter II deals with characterization of probability distributions through 
moments, conditional expectation and distributional properties of order 
statistics for some specific distributions as well as for general class of 
distributions. 
Chapter III is based on characterization of probability distributions through 
record values, where moments, conditional expectation and distributional 
properties of record statistics have been considered and characterization of 
some specific distributions as well as for general class of distributions is 
shown. 
Chapter IV embodies results on characterization of distributions through 
moments and distributional property of generalized order statistics. 
Chapter V, the characterization results are shown through moments and 
distributional property of dual (lower) generalized order statistics. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of references referred into this dissertation is 
given. 
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter a brief review of the concepts and results used in subsequent 
chapters have been presented. Section 2 deals with basic definition and 
distribution theory of order statistics. In this section concept of conditional and 
truncated distributions and some important results based on order statistics are 
also given. In Section 3, concept of record values and record times is given 
whereas Section 4 and 5 deal with generalized order statistics and lower (dual) 
generalized order statistics respectively. Some useful results used in subsequent 
chapters based on gos and dgos are also presented in these sections. In section 
1.7, some basic continuous distributions are discussed. 
2. ORDER STATISTICS 
2.1 Definition 
Let XY,X2,...,X„ be a random sample of size n from a continuous population 
having probability density function (pdf) f(x) and distribution function 
(d/)F(x). Let they be arranged in ascending order of magnitude as 
Xi:„<X2..„< <X,,„< <X„,„ 
then Xi.„,X2.„,...,X„.„ are collectively called the order statistics of the sample 
and X^.„(r = l,2,...,n) is called the r-th order statistic of the sample. 
Xi.^=mm{Xi,X2,...,X„) and X„.„ = insix{Xi,X2,.-.,Xfj) are called 
extreme order statistics or the smallest and the largest order statistics. 
David and Nagaraja (2003) is the basic book on order statistics dealing in detail 
with its different aspects. Asymptotic theory of extremes and related 
developments of order statistics are well described in an applausive work of 
Galambos (1987). Also, references may be made to Sarhan and Greenberg 
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(1962), Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991), Arnold et al. (1992) and the references 
therein. 
2.2 Distribution of order statistics 
Here in this section we will discuss the basic distribution theory of order 
statistics by assuming that population is absolutely continuous. 
Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be a random sample of size n from a continuous population 
having probability density function {pdj) f{x) and distribution function {dj) 
F{x). Let Xx.„<X2-^<...<X„.„ be the corresponding order statistics, then 
the pdf of Xf.^ , the r- th order statistic is given by (David and Nagaraja, 
2003) 
fr••r^i''^ = - ^ ^ r :[^Wr'[l - ^Wf "VW , " 00 < X < 00 (2.1) 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ 
The pdf's of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
/,;„(x) = n [ l - F ( x ) r - V ( x ) ; -<x)<x<«) (2.2) 
f„,„ (x) = n[F{x)f-^ fix) ; - CO < X < CO (2.3) 
The df of X^.„ is given by 
F,,„ix)=^P{X,,„<x) 
= P (at least r of X^,X2,...,X„ are less than or equal to x) 
n 
= ^ P(exactly iof Xi,X2,...,X„ are less than or equal to x) 
t=r 
n fn\ 
i=r\^ J 
= Z . [F(x)]'[l - Fix)]"-' ; - a x X < c» (2.4) 
nl 
= . "• „ I u^-\l-u)"-'-du (2.5) 
ir-\)\in-r)\ ^ 
= I^(^)(r,«-r + l) (2.6) 
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RHS is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and incomplete 
beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums as (Khan, 1991) 
Fr:n(x) = J:\~^~\[F{x)r[l-F{x)r-''-'-, -oo<x<oo (2.7) 
For continuous case the pdf of X^.^ may also be obtained by differentiating 
(2.5) w.r.t. X. 
From the density function given in (2.1), we may obtain the k-th moment of 
X^.„ as below: 
/.^S = E[X^,„]= £^X Vr:n W ^ (2-8) 
Further, if E[<^(X^.„ )], 1 < r < « denote the expectation of function of r-th 
order statistic and define the inverse function of F by 
F-\t)=M{x:F(x)>t}; /G(0,1),then 
E[^(X,„)] = C,„l^(F-\u))u'-'(\-ur-'-du (2.9) 
where , C^ .„ = n\ 
ir-l)\(n-r)\ 
The joint/>(^of X^.^, X^^, l<r <s<n is given by 
fr,s:n(x,y) = — "^^-^TT. r:[^(^)]''"^ 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
^{F{y)-F{x)r-'-\\-F{y)f-'f{x)f{y);-cx^<x<y<^ (2.10) 
The joint ^ o f X^.„ and Xy„, {\<r <s<n) can be obtained as follows: 
= /'(at least r of Xj, ^2,. . . , A'^  are at most jc 
and at least sof X^,X2,...,X„ are at most y) 
n J 
= YJ YJ -^(exactly / of Xi, ^^2,..., ^ „ are at most x 
j=s i=r 
and exactly y of Xj, ^2»—' ^/i '^"^  ^t most y) 
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n J 
«! 
•\F(x)nF(y)-F(x)y-'[\-F(y)] n-j 
We can write the joint df of X^.„ and Xy„ in (2.11) equivalently as: 
(2.11) 
^r,r.«(^'y) = n! 
Fix)Fiy) 
j \u''~\v-u) s-r-\ 
(r-ms-r-mn-sy. ^ ^ 
x(l-v)"-''dudv 
= hix),Fiy)(f'S-r,n-s + 1) ; -co<X<y <co (2.12) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that for x> y 
The product moments of the j-th and k-th order of X^.„ and Xy„ 
respectively, (1 < r < 5 ^  n) is given by: 
ju^/j^^ = E{Xi,„Xi,]= \\xJ y''fr,s:n(^,y)dxdy 
-<xi<x<y<co 
(2.14) 
Let E[<^(X^.J,,X^.^)\l<r<s<n denotes the expectation of fiinction of two 
order statistics, then we have 
E[^(X,„,X,„)] = C, ,„ ll^(F-\u),F-'(V))«'•-' (V - uy-'--'(1 - v)"-^ dudv 
0<u<v<\ 
(2.15) 
where, C„ ,.„ = 
'''•" ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( « - 5 ) ! 
In general, the joint pdf of X^ .„,Xj .„,...,X:.„ for 1 </j </2 <...<ii^ <n is 
given by 
= «!< n/(^/,) >n< 
7=0 
[F(x,.^,)-F(x,,)]'>^'-'^-'^ 
( /y+l- /y- l ) 
-oo<x,- <X,.2 <...<X,-^ <oo (2.16) 
where XQ =-OO,X^+I =+°°>^ =0''"yt+i =« + l 
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Remarks: 
1. The ranking of random variables X^,X2,'-,X„ is preserved under any 
monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
2. Regarding the probability integral transformation, if A" :^„,l < r < «, are the 
order statistics from a continuous distribution F{x), then the transformation 
U^.„= F{Xf..„) produces a random variable which is the r-th order 
statistic from a uniform distribution on U(0,1). 
3. Even if Xi,X2,...,X„ are independent random variables, order statistics are 
not independent random variables. 
4. Let X^,X2,.-.,X„ be //V/random variables from a continuous distribution, 
then the set of order statistics {Xi„,X2:„,...,X„.„} is both sufficient and 
complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
5. Let ^ be a continuous random variable with E[X^.„] = a^.„, 
a) If a = E(X) exits then a^.„ exists, but converse is not necessarily true. 
That is, a^.„ may exist for certain (but not all) values of r, even though 
a does not exist. 
b) a^.„ for all n determine the distribution completely. 
2.3 Truncated and conditional distribution of order statistics 
Let y^  be a continuous random variable having pdf f(x) and dfF(x) in the 
interval [-oo,cx)]. 
Let f ' fix)dx = Q and f f(x)dx = P (2.17) 
•*—00 J—00 
where Q^ and P^ are known constants. Then doubly truncated pdf of X is 
given by: 
^;xe{Q„P,) (2.18) 
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and the corresponding cdf is given by 
^^^^^,x^{Q„P,) (2-19) 
The lower and upper truncation points are Qi, fj respectively; the degrees of 
truncation are Q (from below) and 1 - P (from above). If we put g = 0, the 
distribution will be truncated to the right. Similarly, for P = l, the distribution 
will be truncated to the left. Whereas for Q = 0,P = 1, we get the non truncated 
distribution. Truncated distributions are useftil in finding the conditional 
distributions of order statistics. 
2.4 Some important results 
Result 1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with the dfF(x) and let 
Xi.„ ^^2:/j -—--^n-.n denote the order statistics obtained from this sample. 
Then the conditional distribution of X^.^, given that X^^ = y for 5 > r , is the 
same as the distribution of the r-th order statistic obtained from a sample of 
size (s -1) from a population whose distribution is truncated on the right at y. 
Result 2 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with the df F(x) and 
pdf f(x), and let ^j.„ < X2:« -—^ ^n:n denote the order statistics obtained 
from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of Xy„, given that 
Xr.„=x for r<s, is the same as the distribution of the (s-r)-th order 
statistic obtained from a sample of size (n-r) from a population whose 
distribution is truncated on the left at x. 
Result 3 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be a random 
sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F(x) and pdf f(x), 
and let Zj.^ <^2:n ---•^n-.n denote the order statistics obtained from this 
sample. Then the conditional distribution of X^.„ given that X^.„ = x and 
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XJ^.^=z for 1 < r < 5 < ;t < n, is the same as the distribution of the {s-r)- th 
order statistic obtained from a sample of size {k-r-\) from a population 
whose distribution is truncated on the left at x and on the right at z. 
Result 4: Order statistics in a sample from a continuous distribution form a 
Markov chain, that is 
fi-^k-.n \^\:n =^\i-->^r:n -^r'—-^s:n -^s>—^n:n ~ ^n) 
- f(^k:n \^r:n-^r^ ^s:n = ^5) 
So, because of the Markovian properties of order statistics, it is of no use to 
condition it on more than two order statistics. 
Result 5 (All and Khan, 1997): Let g{x) be a Borel measurable function of 
X in the interval {a,p] then, for 1 < r < «, « = 1,2,... 
(i) E[g{X,,,)]-E[g{X,_y_,_^)] 
= ''~^y^^g\x)[F{x)r\-F{x)]"-'-^'dx. (2.20) 
(ii) E[g{X,,„)]-E[g{X,_y,,)] 
^ ^1 g\x)[F{x)r' [1 - Fix)]"-'^' dx. (2.21) ^ n ) , A 
v'*-
(iii) E[g{X,_,,„_,)]-E[g{X,.y_„)] 
(n-\ 
\r 
- 2] £ ^ ' ( ^ ) t nx ) ] ' - ' [1 - F(x)]"-'-^' dx. (2.22) 
In view of (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22), we have 
(« - r +1) E{g{X,_,,„)] + (r -1) E[g{X,,„)] = « E{g{X,_y,„_^)]. (2.23) 
At g{x) = X in (2.23), we get the well known relation established by (David 
and Nagaraja, 2003). 
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Result 6 (AH and Khan, 1998): If g() is a Borel measurable function from 
91^ to9?,thenfor l < r < 5 < « , «=1,2,---
E[g(X,,„, X,.J]-E[giX,,„, X,_,J] 
(«-'^ +i)a .^<W, ^ 
X [F(y)-F{x)Y-'-\\ - Fiy)]"-'^' f{x)dxdy. (2.24) 
Result 7 (Khan et al., 2001): If g ( ) is a Borel measurable function from 9^  
to9?, then for 1 < r <5 < « , «=1,2,-" 
E[g(,X,,„. X,,„)]-Elg(,X,_,,„, X,:„)] 
(s - r) ^\ ^ ax 
X [F(y) - F(x)r' [1 - Fiy)]"-" f{y)dy dx. (2.25) 
Result 8 (Rao and Shanbhag, 1994)): 
We have Rao and Shanbhag (1994) result on Choquet-Deny type functional 
equation as below: 
Let 
f G{u + v)n{du) = G(v) + c a.e. [L] for ueR^= [0,oo) (2.26) 
where G:/?+->i? = (-co,oo) is locally integrable Borel measurable function 
and ju isa a- finite measure on R^ with //({O}) < 1 then 
^^ ^ \/ + a'[l-exp{m)] a.e.lLlif n t^ 0 
G(x) = f ' ^ " '-• ^ ^ ' (2.27) [r + j3'x a.e.[L]if7 = 0 ^ ^ 
where a',P',y are constants and rj is such that 
I e''V(«^) = l (2.28) 
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3. RECORD VALUES AND RECORD TIMES 
3.1 Deflnition 
Suppose that Xx,X2,...,X„ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F{x). Let 
7„ =max(min){Xi,A'2,...,X„} for «>1 . We say Xj is an upper (lower) 
record values of (A'^, «>1}, if Yj >(<)Fy_i,y>l. By definition X^ is an 
upper as well as lower record values. One can transform the upper record by 
replacing the original sequence of {Xj} by {-Xjj>\} or if P{Xj >0) = 1 
for all / by \—,i"^lL the lower record value of this sequence will 
correspond to the upper record values of the original sequence (AhsanuUah, 
1995) 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record times 
{t/(„)},«>0. That is A'[/(„) is the n-th upper record, where 
f/(„) = min{y|y > t/(«-i), X: > A'jy(„_j), n>\) and f/(„) = 1. The distribution 
of t / („) ,n>\ does not depend on F. Further, we will denote L(„) as the 
indices where the lower record values occur. By assumption Un^ = Ln\ = 1. 
The distribution of L(„) also does not depend on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in many 
statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new records and 
in recoding them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in sports. 
Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. It 
may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance claims in 
non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest temperatures. Record 
values are also useful in reliability theory. 
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To be precise, record values are defined by means of record times. That is, 
those times have to be described at which successively largest values appear. 
Chandler (1952) shows several properties of record values and notes their 
Markovian structure Two recent books on records by AhsanuUah (1995) and 
Arnold et al. (1998) are worth mentioning. 
3.2 Distribution of record values 
Let R{x) be a continuous function of x with R{x) = -\nF{x) and 
0 < F{x) = 1 - F{x), where 'In' is the natural logarithm. 
If we define F„{x) as the dfof Xij(^„^ for n > l , then we have (AhsanuUah, 
1995) 
F„(x)=P(Xfj^„^<x) 
= r ^^dF{u), -cx)<jc<oo (3.1) 
•L'^  (« - l ) ! ^ ^ 
and the pdf f„{x) of Xfji^ 
ri) ^^ 
/ « ( ^ ) = T — 7 ^ / W ' -'^<^<^ (3.2) 
{n-\)\ 
The joint pdf of Xjjf^Q and -^{/(y) is 
f r ^ (^(^/))'-^ , ^{Rixj)-R(x,)y-'-' 
fi ;(X;,JC;) = • r(X:) /(X;) 
''•' ' ^ ( / - I ) ! ' ( y - / - l ) ! ^ 
-00<X, ' < X ; <00 (3.3) 
The joint pdf of the n record values ^t/(i) '^t/(2)' '" '^[/(n) is given by 
/l.2,...,«K^2'-"'^«)= r(xi)fix2)...r(x„_i)f(x„), 
-oo<xi <X2 <...<x„_i <x„ <oo (3.4) 
, , dR{x) fix) ^ ,., , , 
where r(x) = —^-^ = -^  ^ , 0 < F(x) < 1 
dx l-F(x) ^ ^ 
is known as hazard rate . 
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In particular at / = 1, j = n. we have 
f\A^\Xn)= K^l) {n-2)\ 
n-2 
•f{Xn), - o o < x , < X 2 < 0 0 . 
The conditional distribution of A'J/Q) | ^U(0 - ^i i^  
f(^uu) \^U{i) -^i)-
j-i-i iR{xj)-R{Xi)y--' fjxj) 
• 0 0 <Xi <Xj <co (3.5) 
and for ^t/(,) | Xyf^j^ = Xj is 
(y - i ) ! 
(/_l)!(y _ /_ ! ) ! R(xj) 
i-\r 
R{xj) 
j-i-\ 
R{xj) 
-CO<Xj < X , + j < 0 0 (3.6) 
3.3 /f-Records 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and hence 
second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance claims in some 
non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let X^,X2,---,Xf^ be an identically and independent sequence of random 
variables with a continuous distribution function F{x) and let A: be a positive 
integer. 
Then the random variables L^ \n) is given by (Kamps, 1995) 
£(*)(«) = 1 
L^''\n + \) = min{y e N;Xjj^^-i > ^LW(„) ,L(*)(„)+^-I} '« ^ ^ ' 
are called k-th record times and the quantities X (^k), .^neN are called 
L (n) 
k-th record values or ^ - records. 
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We can obtain ordinary record values at k = \. 
Thejoint density of the A:-records ^i(k),^y---,-^^(k)(. is given as 
V / = i ' 
n— [l-F(x,)f-'f(x,) (3.7) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given by: 
fx ,,, W = 7 ^ [ ^ W ] " ' [1 - ^ W ] ' " ' / W (3.8) 
and 
^Xa^ (x) = l-[\-F(x)]'''''t-lkR(x)]J (3.9) 
4. GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
The concept of generalized order statistics (gos) have been introduced and 
extensively studied by Kamps (1995). A variety of ordered models of random 
variables is contained in this concept. 
4.1 Deflnition 
Let « > 2 be a given integer and /« = (wi,W2,...,w„_j)e5R"~', A:>1 be the 
parameters such that 
n-i 
/j = k + n-i+'^mj >0 for 1 < / < « - 1 . 
Then X(\,n,m,k),X(2,n,m,k),...,X(n,n,fn,k) are called generalized order 
statistics if their joint probability density function (pd/) has the form 
f^lflrj w-nxi)r'f(Xi)[\-F(x„)]'-'f(x„) (4.1) 
on the cone F~^ (0+) <Xi<X2<... <x„< F~^ (1) of 9t" 
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with absolutely continuous distribution function {df) F() with probability 
density function (pdj) / ( ) . The model of generalized order statistics contains 
as special cases such as ordinary order statistics 
(y. =n-i + l;i = l,2,...,n i.e.m] = W2 =...= m„_i =0,k = l), ^-//zrecord 
values (/,• = k i.e.mi = ^2 =...= w„_i =-l, k e N), sequential order statistics 
{yj={n-i + \)aj;ai,a2,—,cc„>0), order statistics with non-integral sample 
size (/i =a-i+l;a>0), Pfeifer's record values (/^ = /?,•; /?i,/?2,...,y9„ >0) 
and progressive type II censored order statistics (w,- eNQ,kEN) are obtained 
[Kamps (1995), Kamps and Cramer (2001)]. 
4.2 Distribution of generalized order statistics 
Case I: mj =m2 =...= w„_i =m 
The marginal density of the r-th generalized order statistic (gos) is given by 
[Kamps, 1995] 
fx(r,n,m,k)ix) = ^ ^ [ 1 " ^x)]'^ '' f{x)g'r;' {F{x)) (4.2) 
and the joint/7^of X{r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r <s <n is 
,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k) 
(x,y) 
^'-' -,[l-F(x)r g'^-'iFix)) 
(r-ms-r-1)1 
><[h^ (Hy)) - h^(F(x))]^-'-' [1 - F{y)Y^"' f{x)f{y) (4.3) 
r 
where C^.j = YYVi» yi=k + {n-i){m +1) 
/ = i 
^ {\-x)"'^\m^-\ 
^mix) = \ m + \ 
- l og ( l -x ) ,m = - l 
gm ix) = _ '^(1 -trdt = h^{x)-h^{^),XG [0,1) 
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The conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, l<r<s<n is 
given by 
fx{s 
-r-l. ir^-i Q- i [hn, iny)) - hm {F{x))r'^-\\-F{y)Y^-'fiy) 
(5-A--l)!C,_, [\-F{x)] r . - i x<y 
(4.4) 
and the conditional pdf of X{r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, \<r<s<n 
is 
(s-iy.(m + \) 
fx{r, n,m,k)\X{s,n,m,k) (r-l)\is-r-l)\ 
AF(x)r[i-(F(x)r^'Y-\iFix)r^'-(F{y)r^'r'-'^^^^^ ^^^ 
[i-(F(y)r''r' 
Case II: Yi'^yj ; i,J = h2,...,n-\ 
The pdf of X(r,n,m,k) is [Kamps and Cramer, 2001] 
(4.5) 
fxir,n,n,,k)(^) = Cr-lf(x)Y,a^(r)[\-F(x)Y'-' 
i=\ 
and the joint/7<^ofX(/-,«,w, it) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
fxir,n,fn,k)X(s,n,m,k)(^'y) = Cs-l 2 ^/'^  ('^ ) 
i=r+\ 
X X«/(r)(l-F(x))^' 
.' = 1 
l - F ( x ) , 
/(x) f(y) 
(l-F(x)){l-F(y)) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where ^ - 1 = 0 ^ / ' yi=k + n-i + Mi 
i=\ 
r \ 
«/(^ ) = n 7 - , l< /<r<« 
S 1 
and «/''•'(5)= n ,r + l<i<s<n 
J*' 
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Thus, the conditional pdf of X{s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, 
\<r <s <n is given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k)iy I ^) 
c 5-1 V ^(0 
c, 
z «r'(^ ) 
r-l /=r+l l - F ( x ) 
' _ / 0 0 _ 
[1-F(>;)] , x < > ^ (4.8) 
and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,fn,k) given Jf(5,«,w,^) = >', 
1 < r < 5 < «is given by 
fx(r, n, in, k)\X{s, n, in, k) (^ I y) 
s .. fF\y)V'\r 
i=r + l F(x) F{x) 
U=i 
(4.9) 
4.3 Some important results 
Result 1: (Athar and Islam, 2004) 
Let ^{x) is a measurable function of x which is differentiable, then for any 
arbitrary distribution function F and 2<r<n, n>2 and A: = 1,2, , 
following relations hold: 
Case I: m\ = nij =...= m„_j = m 
E{^{X{r,n,m,k)}}~E{^{X{r-\,n,m,k))] 
a 
-i^A^Xm-Fix)]'- g'-^-\F{x))dx ( r - l ) ! - ' (4.10) 
a 
E[^{X{r-U,m,k))]-E{^{X{r-U-\,m,k)}] 
(m-fi) q:^ 2 
n 
in) P 
- ^ J^ '(x)[l-F(x)]^^ g'-\F{x))dx (4.11) 
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E[4{X(r,n,m,k)}]-E[4{X(r-l,n-\,m,k)}] 
Case II: m,- "^mjiji "^Yj); i^ j = \,2,..M-\ 
E[4{X{r,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X{r-\,n,fh,k))] 
P 
= Q_2 \^'{x)Yai{r)[\-F{x)Y' dx (4.13) 
a '=1 
E[^{X{r-l,n,m,k)}]-E[^{X(r-l,n-l,fh\k)}] 
{(r-l) + '±mj} ^ 
= Q_2 j^Xx)t^i(r)[l-F(x)V' dx (4.14) 
^1 a /=1 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k)}]- E[^{X(r -1,« -1,m*, ^)}] 
P r 
= —Cr-2 l^'(x)^ai(r)[l-F(x)Y^ dx (4.15) 
^1 a i=\ 
where w =(m2,m3,...,w„_i)e9? 
Result 2: (Athar and Islam, 2004) 
F o r l < / " < 5 < « - l , n>2 and A: = 1,2, 
Case I: mj = m2 =...= w„_j = w 
£[^{^(r, n, m, k), X(s, n,m,k)}]- £[^{X(r, n, m, k), X(s -1, n, m,k)}] 
Cs-2 'c'rd 
(r-ms-r-iy.y^dy 
PP .. 
\ \— ^(x, y)[l - Fix)r /(x)g;-^ (Fix)) 
ax 
X [h„, (F(y)) - h„ (Fix))]'-'--' [1 - F(y)V^ dydx (4.16) 
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Case II: m,- '^tnj{yi "^YjY i"^ j = ^,2,...n-\ 
E[4{X(r, n, m, k), X{s, n, fn, k)}] - E[4{X(r, n, m, k\ X{s -1,«, m, k)}] 
a<x<y<fi ^ ,Jf"(Si Yi 
/=i 
fix) 
l - F ( x ) dydx 
where, ^(x, y) = ^j (x).^2 (;^ ) 
(4.17) 
5. LOWER (DUAL) GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
Generalized order statistics can be easily applicable in practice problems except 
that when F() is so called inverse distribution function. So the concept of 
lower generalized order statistics is needed, Pawlas and Szynal (2001) 
introduced the concept of lower generalized order statistics (Igos) to enable a 
common approach to descending ordered rv's like reversed order statistics and 
lower record values. The work of Burkschat et al. (2003) may also be seen for 
dual (lower) generalized order statistics. 
5.1 Deflnition 
Let « > 2 be a given integer and m = (mi,m2,...,m„_i)eB. , ^>1 be the 
parameters such that 
n-i 
/i =k + n-i+^mj >0 for 1 < / < « - 1 . 
; = ' • 
By the lower generalized order statistics from an absolutely continuous 
distribution function F() with the density function / ( ) we mean random 
variables X'(l,n,m,k),...,X'(n,n,m,k) having joint density function of the 
form 
^n-l Y«-l A 
mx„)t-'Ax,) (5.1) 
for F~\l) >xi>X2>... > x„ > F-\0). 
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Here it may be noted that the joint density (4.1) is obtained by replacing 
l-F(x) with Fix) in (3.1). 
5.2 Distribution of lower (dual) generalized order statistics 
Case I: mj = W2 =... = /«„_i =/w. 
The density function of r -th lower generalized order statistic is given by 
(5.2) 
The joint density function of r -th and s-th lower generalized order statistics 
is 
fx (x,y) c 5-1 -[F(x)rf(x)g';„-'(F{x)) 
where, 
( r - l ) ! ( :y - r - l ) ! 
X [hrr, (F(y)) - h, (F(x))Y-'-' [Fiy)V^-' f(y) ,a<y<x<p, 
(5.3) 
h^{x)^< ^ -x'"^', m ^ - 1 m +1 
logx, m = -1 
and 
Smix) = h^{x)-h^{\), xe[0 , l ) . 
Case II: ;K,- "^YJ, i,j = l,2,---,n-l. 
The pdf of r -th lower generalized order statistic is given by 
fx-(r,n,in,k) W = C,_i /(x)^:a,-(r)[F(x)]^'-' (5.4) 
;=1 
and the joint pdf of r -th and s-th lower generalized order statistics is 
fx'ir,n,m,k),X'(s,n,m,k)iX'y)='(^s-l Z'^/'^ ('^ ) Hy) 
/=r+l L ^ W . 
/=l F{x) F(y) 
Yi 
(5.5) 
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where, 
i=\ 
^/(^) = n . ^ . ' \<i<r<n 
i'-)(.\- FT 1 r + \<i<s<n. and ay\s)= f] " 
j=r+\ ^y j ~ yi) 
Further, the conditional pdf of X'(J,n,m,k) given X'(r,n,m,k) = x and 
X'(s,n,m,k) = y, \<r<j<s<n, is given by 
fx'(j,n,m,k)\X'{r,n,m,k),X'(s,n,m,k) (^ I ^ '> ' ) ~ 
i=r+\ F(x)\ i .-(.{Sgf ,=y+i /(O F(0 
/=r+l 
(5.6) 
6. SOME CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
6.1 Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its probability 
density function (pdf)f(x) and distribution function {df)F{x) are of the 
form given below: 
f{x) = pXPx-^P^^^\ A<x<oo; A,p>0 
F{x) = \-XPx~P\ A<x<oo; A,/?>0 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population sizes, 
personal income etc. 
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6.2 Power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its pdf 
and df are of the form given below: 
f{x) = prPxP'^\ 0 < x < 2 ; A,/7>0 
F{x) = X~PxP\ 0 < x < A ; 2,/7>0 
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of the 
lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower bound. It 
may be noted that if X has a power function distribution, then 7 = — has a 
Pareto distribution. 
6.3 Beta distribution 
i) Beta distribution of first kind 
A random variable X is said to have the beta distribution of first kind if its 
pdf is of the form 
fiA = -z^y~\'^-y^Y~^\ o<x<i, p,^ >o 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
rectangular distribution. Suppose ^^.„ is an ordered sample from t/(0,l), then 
X^.^ is distributed as 5 ( r , « - r + l). The standard rectangular distribution 
/?(0,1) is the special case of beta distribution of first kind obtained by putting 
the exponents p and q equal to 1. If ^ = 1, the distribution reduces to power 
function distribution. 
ii) Beta distribution of second kind 
The continuous random variable X which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
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is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p and q . 
Remark 6.3.1: Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta distribution of 
first kind if we replace l + x by —. 
y 
Usage: The Beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed 
distributions to fit theoretical distributions. Beta distribution may be applied 
directly to the analysis of Markov processes with "uncertain" transition 
probabilities. 
6.4 Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is given 
by: 
f(x) = OpxP'^ e'^""' ; 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = \-e-^''''; 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
Remark 6.4.1: If we put p = \ in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of 
exponential distribution. 
Remark 6.4.2: If we put /» = 2, it gives pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
Remark 6.4.3: If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
-plog 
— V —e~^ 
— o •' o f(y) = e-^e-
which is a form of an Extreme Value distribution. 
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Remark 6.4.4: The pdf and the cdf of inverse Weibull distribution is 
given by 
f{x) = epx-^P^^^e''^''~\ 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
F(x) = e~^''~\ 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control. 
The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of strict 
randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is sometimes used 
as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
6.5 Exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f(x) = ee-^''; 0<x<oo; 0>O 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = \-e~^''; 0<jc<oo;(9>0 
Usage: The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a 
large class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory. The 
exponential distribution has many other applications. In fact, whenever a 
continuous random variable X assuming non-negative values satisfies the 
assumption, 
P(X > s + t\X > s) = P(X > t) for all s and t, 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for example, 
in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
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6.6 Rectangular distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a rectangular distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
f{x) = 1 
x-p 
; p < x < k 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = ^ ^ ^ ; p<x<X. 
The standard rectangular distribution i?(0,1) is obtained by putting /? = 0 and 
A = 1. It is noted that every distribution function F{x) follows rectangular 
distribution i?(0,l). This distribution is used in "rounding off errors, 
probability integral transformation, random number generation, traffic flow, 
generation of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
6.7 Burr distribution 
Let X be a continuous random variable, then different forms of cumulative 
distribution function of X are listed below (Johnson and Kotz, 1970): 
i) F(x) -X, 0 < X < 1 
ii) F(x) = (l + e"^)~*, -oo<x<oo 
iii) F(x) = (l + jc"'')"*, 0<jc<oo 
iv) F{x) = l + \ c-x 
Mc 
X J 
-k 
, 0<k<c 
V) 
vi) 
vii) 
F(x) = [l + c e - ^ " " ^ ^ ^ - - < x < -
F(x) = [l + ce-*' '"^^r*, -oo<x<oo 
F(x) = 2'*(l + tanhx)^ - 0 0 < X < 0 0 
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viii) F{x) = — tan 'e"" 
ix) Fix) = 1 -
•00 < X < 00 
y 
c[(l + e'^)*-l] + 2 
•00 < X < 0 0 
x\k 
x) F(x) = (l + e"^ ) \ 0<x<oo 
xi) F(x) = 1 r 
X sin2;Dc , 0 < x < l 
2;r J 
.c\-k xii) F(x) = l - ( l + x ' - ) - \ 0<x<oo 
where k and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
/ (x ) = Jtcx'^ "Vl + x^)"^*'''^ 0<x<oo; k,c>Q 
This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory. At c = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at k = \,it 
is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
6.8 Cauchy distribution 
The special form of the Pearson type VII distribution, with pdf 
nx)= 1 1 
^^[\+{{x-0)/Ay] 
-oo<x<oo ;A>0; -oo<^<oo 
is called the Cauchy distribution. 
The cdf is given by 
F(x) = - + - t an~ ' 
2 TT 
^x-e^ 
V A y 
-oo<x<oo ;A>0; -oo<^<oo 
The distribution is symmetrical about x = d. The distribution does not possess 
finite moments of order greater than or equal to 1, and so does not possess a 
finite expected value or standard deviation. However, 6 and X are location 
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and scale parameters, respectively, and may be regarded as being analogous to 
mean and standard deviation. 
There is no standard form of the Cauchy distribution, as it is not possible to 
standardize without using (finite) values of mean and standard deviation, which 
does not exist in this case. However, a standard form is obtained by putting 
O = 0,A, = l. The standard probability density function is given by 
f{x) = -oo<x<co 
^(1 + x^) 
and the standard cumulative distribution function is 
F(x) = —+ —tan" X -cx)<x<oo. 
2 ;r 
CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
THROUGH ORDER STATISTICS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various developments in characterization theory deaUng with order statistics 
and related topics have been reviewed by a number of authors including 
Ahsanullah (1978), Balakrishnan and Basu (1995), David (1995), Galambos 
and Kotz (1978), Nagaraja (1988) and others. 
Moments of order statistics are extensively used in characterization of specific 
distributions. Govindrajulu (1975), Lin (1987) characterized the exponential, 
uniform, logistic and pareto distributions, using the relationships between two 
moments of order statistics. Lin (1988) and Kamps (1991) used recurrence 
relations of moments of single order statistics to characterize some specific 
distributions. 
Grudzien and Szynal (1995) characterized the uniform distribution in terms of 
moments of order statistics when the sample size is random. Grudzien and 
szynal (1999) characterized the power distributions via moments of order 
statistics. 
AH and Khan (1998b) characterized general class of distributions by an 
application of Miintz-Szasz theorem. 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) characterized a general class of distribution 
through conditional expectations of function order statistics by means of the 
relations 
E[h(X^^l.„)\X^.„ =x] = a h{x) + b 
and E[h(Xr.„) | X^+i:„ =x] = aih(x) + bi . 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) characterized distribufions by the 
regression of non-adjacent order stafistics through the relation 
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Using the result of Rao and Shanbhag (1994) dealing with an extended version 
of integrated Cauchy functional equation, Dembinska and Wesolowski (1998) 
and Athar et al. (2003) characterized distribution by means of regression 
equation 
Characterization of distribution via linearity of regression of order statistics 
when gap is higher is also considered by Khan and Ali (1987) and Franco and 
Ruiz (1997). 
Khan and Abouammoh (2000) extended the result of Khan and Abu-Salih 
(1989) and characterized the general form of distributions for higher order gap. 
Khan and Athar (2002) also characterized some continuous distributions 
through linearity of regression when conditioned on a pair of order statistics. 
Characterization of continuous distributions by conditional variance of adjacent 
order statistics is first considered by Beg and Kirmani (1978). They shown that 
a^{n-ry 
if and only if X has exponential distribution. 
Khan and Beg (1987) extended the result and proved that the conditional 
variance of X^^-^.^ given X^.jj = x does not depend on x if and only if 
X WeibuU distribution has. 
Khan et al. (2009a) characterized a general class of distribution by conditional 
spacing of order statistics. 
Xu (1998) characterized normal distribution through distribution property of 
order statistics whereas Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003) characterized the 
exponential distribution. Further, Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (2004) 
characterized the power function and uniform distribution. For more results on 
characterization through distribution property one may refer to references given 
in these papers. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MOMENTS 
Let {nj}J=\ be a sequence of integers satisfying 
00 J 
0 < « i < « 2 < . . . . and ^ — = c», (2.1) 
7=1 «y 
Then it is well known that 
(i) F{x) = 1 - exp(-x), x>0; if and only if 
E[Xi.„ ] = — for all j > 1 (Galambos and Kotz, 1978, pp. 55-57). 
•J nj 
(ii) F{x) = x, xe(0,l); ifandonlyif 
E[X, ] = - ! -
Under suitable conditions on the inverse function F~^{t) = 'mi{x'.F{x)>t}, 
/'e(0,l), Lin (1988) extend the above result by considering the relationship 
between (w -1) and m moments of order statistics, which are stated in the 
following theorems. 
Exponential distributions 
Theorem 2.1: (G. D. Lin, 1988) 
Let y^  be a random variable with distribution F(x)and E\X\"^<oo for some 
constant m>\. Let ^> 1 be an integer and {«,-}?_i a sequence of integers 
satisfying (2.1). Assume that F~^(0"^) = 0, that F~^ is a positive w > l is 
used, and further that F~^ is absolutely continuous on (0,1) .Then for given 
constant A > 0, F{x) = 1 - exp(-x/A), x > 0, iff 
^[XZ„] = E[Xt,..^]^^;^^ nj^k, (2.2) 
Omitting the first term on the right side of (2.2) when k = \. 
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Proof: The necessary part is trivial; hence it remains to prove the sufficiency 
part. 
On integration by parts, we write, 
fnj^ 
^-^L.] = * / S,(f~\l))"'''''\l-I)"'~''dl 
yk J 
fl/^-l/.^^/w.Jt-l «,--/:+!. 
n 
•lr^/'I7-l^.^^w-l/z7-W.^v .k-\ 
^;;^fiw^-kor-kF-ko)w 
Hk- \){F-^ {t)rt^-^ }(1 - tfj "'^ ^^ dt. 
(Fromnowon {F ^ (/))'=0 for each point t at {F ^)'is non-defined.) 
Hence, for k-\. 
fl /I^-l / .^^'«-l /^-l t^^ h« > ^ £ (.P'-\t)r-\F-\t)y (1 - tp dt. 
and for k>2. 
(2.3) 
i:[x-„] = ^[^-_,„j 
m ^ 
S-^  
' / ' i r - l / 'A\»i - l / ' r - i / .w .^-Iz-i . \"/- '^+l + 7 \-^X{F-\t)r-\F-\t)y t^-\\-t) 
{rij -k + X)'^ 
dt. 
It follows from (2.2) through (2.4) that for all rij > k, 
tQg{t){\-t)"'~'dt = 0, 
where, 
git)^gx{t)^{F-\t)r-\{F~\t)y {\-t)-^t^-\ /e(0,l). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Note that gj is Lebesgue itegrable (denoted by g i e 1(0,1)) by the 
assumption E\Xf^<oo. Then, employing the Miintz-Szasz Theorem to (2.5), 
we obtain g\{t) = ^ almost everywhere {a.e.) on (0,1). Therefore 
{F~\t)y= a.e. on (0,1) or equivalently, 
F(x) = 1 -exp(-x/A), x>Q,hyF~HO^) = 0. 
The proof is complete. 
From the above proof it is seen that to apply integration by parts we need the 
assumption f~^(0'^) = 0 in the only case ^ = 1. For other case k>l along 
with integer m>l, excluding the assumptions F~^(0'^) = 0 and F~^ is 
positive in Theorem 2.1, but adding the condition P(X = 0) = 0 if mn^l, we 
have the general conclusion involving both location and scale parameters: for 
given constant X>0, F(x) = \-exp(-(x-^)/X) on [/^ ,oo) for some constant 
/je R = (-co,co), if and only if (2.2) holds. 
Uniform distribution 
Theorem 2.2: (G. D. Lin, 1988) 
Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then for given constant 
A>0, F(x) = — ,xe (0,A), if and only if 
A 
£ [ A - ? ' ^ „ > £ U r _ , „ > ^ £ U , " ' - > „ ] . f o r a l l njik, (2.6) 
Omitting the first term on the right side of (2.6) when k = l. 
Proof: The necessary part is trivial. Apropos of the sufficiency part, it follows 
from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) that (2.5) holds for all rij > k, and for 
giO - 82 (0 - (F-^ (O)'""^ {(F~^ (0)'-^}/^"^ (1 -t),te (0,1). 
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Again, g2 e ^ (^0,1) and then, employing the Mtintz-Szasz Theorem, g2(0 = 0 
.-1 a.e. on (0,1). Therefore, (F (/))'= A a.e. on (0,1) or equivalently, 
F(x) = ~,xe(0,A),hy F-\0+) = 0. 
A 
The proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.3: (G. D. Lin, 1988) 
Let k, I and /' be positive integers and {«.}yLi a sequence of integers 
satisfying (2.1). Let ^ be a random variable E\X\"^<o:> for some integer 
m>l\ Then for given constant A >0,the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) F{x) = [^y , xe(0,A). 
(b) «£^ =A''«^:,:i;'„, So^Mnjik. 
Proof: See reference. 
Theorem 2.4: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1995) 
Let {X„,n>\) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a common 
distribution function Fsuch that £[Xf]<oo. Suppose that jVis a positive 
Integer-valued random variable independent of {X„,n>\} and has a 
probability function with P[N = 1] > 0. Then for given/^ > 0, 
F(x) = - ,xe(0 ,A) , i f f 
E[X(j^>^]-2XE N 
N + \ 
-X, (A^+1) + ;^E 
N 
N + 2 
= 0 (2.7) 
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Proof: Let F{x) = - , x G (0, A). Then 
and 
Taking into account that 
A^  f l .2 
= yVAr(Oo?? 
.A^  + 2. 
we obtain (2.7). 
Now we assume that (2.7) holds true, i.e. 
Then j^(F~\t)-At)^'¥'i^(t)dt = 0. Therefore by the assumptions we 
conclude that F~ (t) = Jit almost everywhere (a.e.) on(0,1). 
Logistic and Pareto distributions 
Theorem 2.5: (G. D. Lin, 1988) 
Let X be a random variable with distribution F(x) and £ |^ | '"<oofor some 
integer m>l. Let k>2 be an integer and {«.} . - i be a sequence of integers 
satisfying (2.1). Assume that P{X = 0) = 0 if m 9^  1 is used, and that F~^ is 
absolutely continuous on (0,1). Then for given constant /I > 0, 
F(x) = {l + exp( - (x - / . )M)r l 
on R for some constant/^ G R , if and only if for all nj >k, 
mXn; 
EU'P ] = E[xT^ ] + E[XTi , ]• (2.8) 
Proof: See reference. 
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Theorem 2.6: (G. D. Lin, 1988) 
Let ^ be a random variable with distribution F{x) and E \ ^;t-l:«o !'"< °° for 
some constant m > 1 and for some positive integers nQ>k>2. Let {«y}yLl ^^ 
a sequence of integers satisfying (2.1). Assume that F~ (0"*") = /I > 0 and F~ 
is absolutely continuous on (0,1). Then for given constant / > 1, 
F(x) = l - (x/ / l )~ '^^ x>X, 
if and only if for all rij >nQ+l, 
E[X7' ] = E[X'r, ] + ^ ^ -EiXT'-^ ,] (2.9) 
Proof: See reference. 
Power function distribution 
Theorem 2.7: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1999) 
Let E[Xj^.^] < 00 for some pair {k,n), then the equality 
E[XI„]--
m 
n[k] 
(n-m\k] ^[^k:n-m]-^[^k:n] 
+ • 
m 
n[k] 2n\ \k] 
{n-2m\k^ {n-m\j^^ + 1 = 0, (2.10) 
where Mfyj.] =n{n-\)....{n-k-\-\) and m is a negative integer holds, if and 
only if 
F(x) = l - ( l + mx)"^^'", xe(0 , - l /w) (2.11) 
Proof: Let F \t) = inf{x: F{x) >t,ts (0,1)}. Taking into account that 
^ [ 4 J = nl fl/r7-l/.^^/.A;-l (k-\)](n-k)\ j^(F-\t)yr-\l-t)"'''dt, l>\, (2.12) 
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we see that E \ X]^.„ \< oo, and E \ X/^.„_m \< co. Furthermore, when F is given 
by (2.11), we find that 
E[^k:s] = — [B{k,s-m-k + l)-B{k,n-k + l)],n<s<n-m (2.13) 
m 
and 
v^y 
E[xl„] = Ar\" \[Bik,n-k-2m + \)-2B{k,n-k-m + \) 
m2 ykj 
+ B(k,n-k + \)], (2.14) 
where B(a,b) is the beta function, and so (2.10) holds true. 
Conversely, assume that (2.10) holds. Applying (2.12) we see that (2.10) can 
be written as 
i 
V 
t^-^{\-tf-^dt = (i. 
which implies that F{x) is given by (2.11). 
General Class of Distributions 
Consider the general class of distribution function F\{x)d& 
Fx (x) = 1 - \ah{x) + Z?]^ ; X e (a, P) (2.15) 
where a^^,h,c^^ are constants and hix) is monotonic differentiable 
function of x. 
Let 
00 I 
^ = {(«/)/€A^; «1 < « 2 < - - a n d X — = 00} 
Then the Muntz-Szasz theorem states that the sequences, {?"'}(„ ). and 
{(1 - /)"'} are complete in 1(0,1) (Kamps, 1991). 
Theorem 2.8: (Ali and Khan, 1998b) 
Let F(-) be the distribution function w i t h £ | Z | <oo for some / > 1 . Let the 
inverse function F"^-) be positive on [0,1] and /^~^(0^) = gi^ F~'(1) = ^1-
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Assume further that {«,},/ = 1,2,.... be a sequence of integers satisfying 
00 J 
2<n\<n2< and ^ — = oo. Then for 1 < r < 5 < «,• 
E{g(X,,„_ ,X,,„^)} - E{g{X,,„^ ,X,_^,„^)} 
(n; - 5 4- 1) ' ' ' ' 
^ E{m{X,,„,X,,„)} (2.16) 
(«/ - s + \)ca 
if and only if 
' I " • " I 
^ w = a - l 2 j ^ ; - ( a , p , ) (2.17) 
where, 
m{x,y) = {ah{y) + b]^^j^, g\x,y) = -^g{x,y), 
h(y) dy 
h\y) = —h(y), Q2 = - ' - ^ , A = ^—^• 
Proof: Ali and Khan (1998a) have shown that for distribution (2.17), relation 
(2.16) holds and hence the "if part. 
To prove the only "if part, we have in view of (2.15) and (2.24). 
^'''''•"' jjg'(F-\u),F-\v))u'-\v-uY-'-' (HJ -s + i) n. i ., 
^ ' ^ 0< M<V<1 
jjg'(F-\u),F-\v))u'-\v-uy 
x(\-v)"'-'dudiF~\v)) 
that is jj (1 - v)"' ~' g * (v)dv = 0 
l\miF-\u),F-\v))u'"\v-uY-''-\l-v)"'-'dudv 
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where, g * (v) = [{(1 - v + P2)(F-'(v)) '+^^^^^-M±A} 
cah\F~\v)) 
xj^g\F-\u),F-\v))u'-\v-uf-'-^du] 
Under the given conditions {(1-v)"'} is complete in Z-(0,l)(Lin, 1989 and 
Kamps, 1991). 
Since, 
!^g'(F-^ («), F-1 (v)) w'-l (v-uy-'-^du^O. 
Therefore, g*(y) = 0, which implies that 
cah\F~\v))(F~\v)y 1 
ah(F~\v)) + b I-V + P2 
That is, 
\og,[ah(F-\v)) + bf=log,[\-v + P2] + k , 
where A: is a constant of integration which at v = 0 gives k = logg (P-Q) 
Therefore, 
[aKF-\v)) + bf={\-v + P2)(P-Q) 
or, 
^ . _ l - g [^A(/-^(v)) + i»f 
That is, 
and hence the result. 
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Theorem 2.9: (AH and Khan, 1998b) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2.8 the following statements are equivalent. 
/ X 17/ A ^ [ah(x) + bf , ^ „ . 
(a) F(x) = Q2-^ P-0 ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ' 1^  
(b) E{g(X )} = E{g(X,.^:„,-1)} - ^^ f ^ " ' , / "" ^^  E{Z(X,,„^ .,1)} 
(P-Q) (c) £{5(;r,:„,.)} = E{g(x,_i )} - / ^- E{Z(x ^1)} 
' ' («/ + \)ca ' 
' ' «/(«/ +l)ca ' 
where, Z(x) = 
h\x) 
Proof: See reference. 
Table 2.1 
Distribution Function a 
Power function 
F^ix) = rPxP; J 
0<x<Z 
Pareto 
Fi(x) = l-XPx-P; 
A <X <oo 
Beta of the first kind 
Fi(x) = l - '(X-x)' '^  1 
fi<X</l 
-A"^ 
- 1 
\AP 
X 
1 
6 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
XI{X- •P) 
c 
1 
1 
1 
P 
P 
P 
hix) 
xP 
X-PxP 
x-P 
X-' 
{X-x)l{X-p) 
xl{X-p) 
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Weibull 
Fi(x) = \-e\p(-0xPy, 
0<x<oo 
Burr type XII 
F,(x) = l - ( l + 6'x^)~^; 
0<X<oo 
Rectangular 
Fi(x) = (x-/?)/(A-/?); 
J3 <x<A 
Rayleigh 
Fi(x) = \-expi-0x^); 
0<x<oo 
Exponential 
Fi (x) = 1 - exp(-^;c); 
0<x<oo 
Lomax 
0 < x < o o 
|1 
0 
fl 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
-X 
-A 
0 1 
A/(Z-/]) 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 1 
0 
-A 
-I 
exp(-0x^) 
expi-xP) 
x'^ 
\ + &xP 
{X-x)l{l-P) 
xl{X-P) 
QXp{-0X ) 
exp(-Ar ) 
exp(-^jc) 
exp(-x) 
X 
\ + 0x 
Log logistic 
0 < X < o o 
1 
0 - 1 \ + 0xP 
Cauchy 
0<x<oo 
7t 2 
-1 tan"'[(x-^)/A] 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION 
WeibuU distribution 
Lemma 3.1: (Khan and Ali, 1987) 
Let X be a continuous random variable having df F(x) , then F(x) is unique 
if 
k E[X^^i.„I Xf..„ = x], \<i<n-r, \<r<n exists. 
Lemma 3.2: (Khan and Ali, 1987) 
Let X be a continuous random variable having df F{x) , then F(x) is unique 
if 
E[Xf..„I X^+j.„ =x], \<i<n-r, \<r<n exists. 
Theorem 3.1: (Khan and Ali, 1987) 
Let Jf be a continuous random variable having df F(x) with F(0) = 0 and 
E(x'')<co, k>0. U F(x)<l for all x<oo, then F(x) = \-e~^''\ x>0, 
0 >0, /? > 0, if and only if for r < «, l<i<n-r, 
E[^^^i:n\^r:n=x] = xP + ]-'l^ ^ 
0l=:Q n-r -I 
Proof: In view of Khan et al. (1983a), we have 
In case of left truncation {P = V), Qi =\, Pi =Q 
Thus, 
a^k)^ ik) _±_ (k-p) 
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That is, 
^i-.n-r - " / _ l : « - r - l 
1 
{n-r)0 
Necessary part is proved by noting that 
a sufficient part follows from Lemma 3.1. 
For / = 1, the theorem was proved by Khan and Beg (1987). Also, if we put 
p = 1 and / = 1, we get the result obtained by Ferguson (1967). At p = 2 , it 
characterizes Rayleigh distribution. 
Burr distribution 
Theorem 3.2: (Khan and Ali, 1987) 
Let X be a random variable having continuous df F{x) with F(0) - 0 and 
Eix'') <oo, k>Q. If F{x) < 1 for all A' < 00, then 
Fix)^\-{\ + exPy"', ;c>0, e>Q, p>0, m>0 
if and only if for r < «, 1 < / < « - r , 
£[^^+/:„ I -^nn - 1^ 
^p m(n-r) ^ 1 
m(n-r)-l 0[m{n-r)-l] 
yfljn(n-rj-l)_^ 
, i = \. 
[i+'iri "<"-'':/>.],-a2 
l=Q>n(n-r-l)-l e[min-r)-l] j^Qi^Qm(n-r-l)-l 
Proof: In view of Khan and Khan (1987), 
n 'L.ia^k) _ ^ (k) _p^Ak) k (k-p) 
mnp ^ '•" -^^  ' mnpO 
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For k ^ mnp, 1 < r < «, where 
_ j _ __l_ 
n -^~Q P -^-P 
P~Q P-Q 
Therefore, for the left truncation only, P2 = 0, Q2 = 1 • 
This gives, 
{p) mjn - r) (^) 1 
'^'•"-'' ~ m{n-r)-\'^'-l:«-'-l e[m{n-r)-\] 
Noting that, a\^^ = Q^ = x^, we prove the necessary part. Sufficient parts 
follow from Lemma 3.1. 
If we put i = \, we get the result of Khan and Khan (1987). For m = l, it 
characterizes log-logistic distribution. 
Pareto distribution 
Theorem 3.3: (Khan and All, 1987) 
Let v^ be a continuous random variable having df F(x) with F{a) = 0 and 
E{x'')<oo, k>0. If F(x)<l for all x<oo , then F(x) = \-aPx~P, x>a, 
a>Q, p>Q, if and only if for r < n, 1 < / < « - r , 
F r r ^ I F - v i - v ' ^ r r P(n-r-l) 
^l^r+/:«l^r:« =^J = ^  11 /=0 P{n-r-l)-k 
Proof: See reference. 
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Power function distribution 
Theorem 3.4: (Khan and AH, 1987) 
Let Z be a continuous random variable having df F(x) > 0 for 0 < x < or with 
F{a) = 1 and Eix'')< oo , A: > 0, 
then, 
F{x) = a~PxP, 0<x<a, a>Q, p>0, 
if and only if for l<r<n, l<i<n-r, 
l=QP(f^ + 0 + k 
Proof: See reference. 
General form of distributions 
F(x) = l-[ah(x) + bf , xe(aj). 
Theorem 3.5: (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with df F(x) and pdf 
f{x). Suppose, F{x) < 1 for all x G (a,/?), F{a) = 0 and F{p) = 1. 
then, 
F{x) = 1 - [ah{x) + bf, for XG (a, fi) 
if and only if for r < «, 
E[h{Xr+\.„)\Xr:„=x\ = — -— (3.1) 
a[{n-r)c + \\ 
where h{) is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on ia,fi), 
a^O, (n-r)c + l¥=0 
Proof: Note that 
1 - Fix) = [ahix) + bf = -^l<^fix) (3.2) 
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Now in view of (3.1) 
'—rl^h{y)[l-Fiy)r-''-'f(y)dy 
[I-Fix)]"-' ' 
Integrating by parts and noting the relation (3.2), it is easy to prove the 
necessary part .To prove the sufficiency part, we have 
(n - r ) f K>^ )(1 - Fiy))"-'-^ ny)dy 
^ [ac(n-r)h(x)-b] _ ^/^xjn-/-
a[c(n-r) + \] 
Differentiating both sides w.r.t. xand rearranging we get 
fix) ^ ach'jx) 
l-F(x) ah{x) + b 
which gives 
\-F(x) = [ahix) + bf. 
Remark3.1: At r = n-l, 
fik)-\ 
a = 
b = 
and c = 
(f{k)-\)h(a) + g(k) 
g(k) 
(f(k)-l)h(a) + g(k) 
fik) 
theorem reduces the result of Talwalkar (1977). 
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Lemma 3.3: (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000) 
For any continuous and differentiable function h{) and \<r<s<n. 
E[h(X,,„)\ Xr.n = x]-E[hiX,_i:„)\X,,„ = x] 
C n- r \ 
s - r-\ {\-F{x)] 
^—;;z;:^h\y)[F{y)-F{x)-\ s-r-\ 
x[\-F{y)f-'^^dy. (3.3) 
Lemma 3.4: (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000) 
For any continuous and differentiable function /?() and 1 <r<s<n, 
E[h{X,,„)\ X,,„ = y]-E[hiX,_yJ\X,,„ = y] 
yr-lj 
^-— f^ hXx)[F(x)Y-\F(y) - Fix)f-'dx. 
[F(y)r' """ 
Theorem 3.6: (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with df F(x) and 
pdf f{x) in the interval {a, /?), where a and /? may be finite or infinite. 
Then for continuous and differentiable function h{x) of x and for 
\<r < s <n 
s-r-\ c(n-r- i) E[h(x,,„)\x,,„=x]=h{x) n '^'' ' -^^ j=0 c{n-r-j)+\ 
_ * - - > 1 ^ c(n-s.Ui) ^3^^ 
^ j=0 c (n-s + l + J) -^Q c{n-5 +1 + /) +1 
if and only if, 
F{x) = \-[ah{x) + bY ,a<x<p, (3.5) 
where, 
a?tO, C5t0, c ( « - r - y ) + 1^0 for y=0,l , . . . , (5-r-l)and Z?=-a/2(y^). 
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Proof: First we have to prove that (3.5) impUes (3.4), we have 
E[KX,,„)]-E[KX,.^:„)] 
( 
" lgW(x)[n^)] '-^ [l-F(x)]"-' '+l^ (3.6) 
For doubly truncated distribution (3.5), we have 
^ ' P-Q cah'ix) 
Expressing [1-F(x)]"-^1 as [ l - F ( x ) ] " - ' - j - i : : ^ - ^ ^ ^ / ( 4 
[ \-Q cah(x) J 
and putting Qi =x, P\-fi, Q=F(x), P = \, after noting the relation between 
truncated and conditional distribution, we get form (3.6), 
E[hiX,,„)\X,,„ =x]-E[h{X,_y^„)\X,,„ =x] 
( n ^ 
yS-\j 
-f[ah{t)^-b][F{t)f-\\-F{t)f-'f{t)dt 
ca ^ 
^ \E{h{X,,„)\X,,„]J 
c{n-s + \) [ a] 
Therefore, 
E{h{X,,^) I Xr,r^ = x]= f""'' WE[h{X,_y_„)\ X,,„ =x] 
' • (3.7) 
a c{n - 5 +1) +1 
Using (3.7) recursively and noting that E[h{Xj..yi)\Xf..^ = x'\ = h{x), the 
relation (3.4) is established. 
To prove that (3.4) implies (3.5), we have from (3.3) and (3.7) 
c{n-S + \){E[hiX,,^)\X,,^=x]-E[h{X,_X:n)\Xr.n = ^]} 
=-E[h{X,,„)\X,,„=x]--, 
a 
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or, 
c(n - s + 1) r n-r ^ 
ys-r-\j [1 - Fix)] 
^ —th\y)[F{y)--F{x)r'-^ 
^[l-Fiyyr-'^^dy 
{n-r)\ 
nu {i ^—ryl^Ky)[F(y)-F(x)r'-^ 
(s-r-l)\(n-sy. [l-F(x)]"~'^ "" 
x[^-F{y)r-'f(y)dy — 
a 
Differentiating both sides {s - r) times partially >v.r.?. x, after noting that 
^ f^(^) fr^ *\ ^* - f^ (-^ ) 
dx a>.')^'=cs dx f(x,t) dt + f{y,t)-—f{u,t)— ox ox 
we get, 
•tn-s+\ 
-h\x) [l-F(x)]"-^-^' - /z(x)[l-F(x)r-^ / (x ) 
or. 
/ (x ) cah'(x) 
\-F(x) ah(x) + b 
=-[I-F(x)r-VW 
implying 
l-F(x)=[a/z(x) + 6 f 
and hence the theorem. 
Theorem 3.7: (Khan and Athar, 2002) 
For any continuous and differentiable fiinction hQ and l<r<s<n, 
F[K^r+\:n)\^r.n =x,Xs:„ = y] 
H-irP2"'Ky)njj^^^Q2Kx)i!(-^ypi h T—^ 
l=l(ic + l) 1=0 j=o(m-j)c + l 
^'"£(_iy^__L_fi (-'jy 
a i=0 i»^-i)Cj=Q(m-j)c + \ 
(3.8) 
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if and only if 
F(x) = \-[ah(x) + bf,a<x<fi (3.9) 
wliere a and /? are such that F(a) = 0, F(y9) = 1, 
l _ p l-Q 
and m = s-r-l, A = » Q? = 
a^O,(m-i)c^O, (m-i)c + l¥^0 for / = 0,l,. . . ,m-l 
Proof: See Reference. 
Theorem 3.8: (Khan et aL, 2009a) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with df F(x) and pdf 
f(x) in the interval (a, P), where a and p may be finite or infinite, then for 
\<m<r < s <n, 
E[h(X,,„)-h(X,,„)\X^,„ =x] = -Z — ^ (3.10) 
if and only if 
F(x) = l-e~''^^''\a:^0 (3.11) 
Where h(x) is a monotonic and differentiable function of x such that 
h{x) -^ 0 as jc -> or and h{x){l -F(x)} -> 0 as x -> /?. 
Proof: First we will prove (3.11) implies (3.10). For 1 < r < s <n, 
E[h(X,,„)-h(X,_^,„)\X,,„=x] 
-;;z;r\!^h'(y)[F(y)-Fix)] ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ 1 f/?l,V„^rz^.,.^ z r / .M^-r - l 
•y-^-lJ[l-F(x)f 
x[l-Fiy)f-'^'^dy 
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Therefore, f o r l < w < r < s <n, 
E[h{X,,r^)-h{Xr..n)\Xm•.n=A 
= ~Y^E[h{Xs-i..n)-KXs-i-X:n)\Xm:n=A 
^~^(yi — /Ml 1 A? 
A^-F{y)f-Jdy 
= - 2 - ^ — , in view of \-F{x) = -^'' 
This proves the necessary part. 
To prove the sufficiency part, let 
n^ l 1 
then, 
implies, 
, ^"""7, '^ „ tKy)[F{y) - FCx)]—![1 - F{y)r' f{y)dy {s-m-\y\n- s)\^ 
{r-m-\)\{n-r)\^ 
= c[\-F{x)f-"' (3.12) 
Differentiating (3.12) (r-m) times w.rJ x, we have, 
= {h(x) + c}[l-F(x)]"-'-. (3.13) 
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Integrating LHS of (3.13) by parts and simplifying, we get 
7 ^ - ^ !fKy)[Fiy) - F(x)r'-^[l - F{y)r'^'f{y)dy 
•" 7 ^ ^ ^ f,h\y)[F{y) - F{x)r'-' [1 - Fiy)]"'^-' dy 
= {h{x) + c\\-F{x)Y'-'' (3.14) 
From (3.13) and (3.14) it follows that 
7 ^ ; : / ^ ' ,„ \^h\y)[F{y) - F{x)r'-\\ - F{y)r'''dy 
{s -r -\)\{n-s + 1)1^ 
+ {h{x) + q }[1 - F{x)f-'' = {h{x) + c}[l - F{x)f~'' 
1 •^ "^  1 
where cj = — ^ 
That is, 
iX^F(.)r'_. ( " - ) ! fhXy)iF(y)-Fi.)r'-' 
a{n-s + \) {s-r-\)\{n-s + \y.^ 
Differentiating {s - r) times w.r.t x, we have 
h\x)[\-F{x)\ = i ^ 
a 
and hence the Theorem. 
x[\-F{y)f-'^^dy. 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTY 
Normal distribution 
Theorem 4.1: (Xu, 1998) 
Suppose that « = 2 and X^ is symmetric about zero. Then X^ is normally 
distributed if and only if 
^ ( 2 ) - ^ ( l ) ^ > ( 2 ) - J ( l ) , (4-1) 
where, Y = TX for all r e O ( 2 ) , Y is an nxn orthogonal matrix and 0{n) be 
a group of all nxn orthogonal matrices. 
Proof: For the only if part, note that 
holds trivially if X\ is normally distributed. 
To prove the converse, note that 
^(2) - ^(1) = I ^2 - ^1 I • 
It can be checked that (4.1) implies that 
f \ X — X I 1 
' V dXT'BTX, (4.2) 
V V2 j = 
where T is an arbitrary 2x2 orthogonal matrix, and 
B = 
( 1/2 -1 /2^ 
-1 /2 1/2 
Since (4.2) is valid for any orthogonal matrix F, one can choose a T such that 
the right- hand side of (4.2) becomes X\ because the eigen-values of B are 1 
and 0. Note that Xi is symmetric about zero by assumptions and X2 - X\ is 
symmetric about zero. 
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Thus, 
[ I ^2 - ^11 I ^ ^j2 jg equivalent to 
V ^ 
Applying results in Sections 2.3 Kakosyan et al. (1984) we conclude thatA'j 
satisfying (4.3) is normally distributed. 
The following Lemma taken from Kotlarski (1967) is needed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1: (Xu, 1998) 
Let Xy, X2, X2 be three independent positive random variables and let 
(yj, 72) be the pair of quotients given by 
y _ ^ 1 V _ ^ 2 
/1 = , •'2 • 
X2 X2 
The necessary and sufficient condition for Xf^ to be gamma distributed with 
parameters a t^ and A (A-same for k = 1,2,3) is that the joint distribution of 
(Y\,Y2) is the bivariate beta distribution of the second kind given by the 
density 
= 0, otherwise. 
Theorem 4.2: (Xu, 1998) 
Suppose that n = 3 and Xi has a continuous density function / satisfying 
Cy~ fi.y)dy < °°- Then Xi is normally distributed if and only if 
^(3)-^(\)iY^3)-y{l)^ (4.4) 
where Y = rX for all re6>(3). 
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Proof: When Xi is normally distributed, (4.4) holds trivially. To prove the 
converse, dividing both P(\X(2)-X(i)\<t) and P(|7(3)-7(1) |<0 by t^ and 
passing to the limit as / -> 0 yields 
C^fhx)dx = ^J{ax)f{bx)f{cx)dx (4.5) 
2 2 2 
for arbitrary real numbers a, b and c satisfying a +b +c = 3 , This 
implies that 
Thus f{x) = f{-x), - 00 < X < 00 follows from continuity of / immediately. 
Note that (4.5) is equivalent to 
^^f{ax)fibx)ficx)dx = /2(0), a^+b^+c^=\. (4.6) 
Let 
-5/6 
G ( x ) = j r £ ^ ^ ^ ^ , xao, 
where A = 2^y f{y)dy. Then (4.6) can be expressed in terms of function 
G by 
^x'^G\ax)G\Px)d[\ - G{x)] = ^ - ^ ^—-. (4.7) 
It is easy to check that that function G{x) is a survival function on [0,oo). 
Integrating both sides of (4.7) with respect to (a,/?) on [0\,co) x [^2'°°) yields 
CG(0ix)G{02x)d[l - G{x)] =^^ ^ - ^ ^^^rjJ^^P (4.8) 
where O^ > 0, 6'2 > 0. Note that the left-hand side of (4.8) is equal to 
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.^3 ^3 
> ^ b ^ > ^ 2 
where random variables Z\, Z2 and Z3 are independent and have the same 
survival function G(x). Putting 61=62=0 into (4.8) we conclude that 
h^{Q) r ( l /2) 
A^ r^(i/6) 
Since 
-= i > 0, - ^ > 0 
Z3 Z3 
= 1 
and 
rr:^  r(i/2) (1 + a + y^ ) 1/2 
Thus, using (4.7) and Lemma 4.1 with or] =^2 =^3 =1/6 we conclude that 
Z\ has a gamma distribution with parameters (l/6,yi). 
That is, 
fi-Tz). -5/6 ,1/6 
r(i/6) z ^ ^ V ^ for some i > 0 
which implies that 
f{z) = [4Ihif^{id)f\-^\ z>0. (4.9) 
Using the symmetric property / (z ) = / ( - z ) in (4.9) we conclude that / is the 
density of a normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1 / (2 ;T /^ (0 ) ) . 
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Exponential distribution 
Theorem 4.3: (Alzaid and Ahsanullah, 2003) 
Let X be a non-negative random variable having an absolutely continuous 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) distribution function F(x). Then the 
following two properties are equivalent. 
(a) X has an exponential distribution with F(x) = l-e~^,x>0. 
(b) For some fixed r > 1, 
W 
- {n-r + l) 
where W is distributed as exponential. 
Proof: It is well known that (a) implies (b). To show (b) implies (a), we have 
^r:n(^) = ^^W <(n-r + l)(x - y)]fr-V.n(yW 
= jf(i-.-(«- '^x-^))/,_,„W>^ 
= Fr-l:ni^)-^(l-e'^"-'^'^^'-yhfr-l:n(y)dy (4.10) 
Thus 
e("-'-^')-[iV_,„(x) - F,,„(x)] = S(e^"-'-''^')fr-l:n(y)dy (4.11) 
It can be shown that 
(r -1) fix) 
Using the relation 
^^^^^H^ = (r - l)cr-l:„ {Fix))''^ (1 - F{x)f-^^\ f(x) 
we obtain on simplification 
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[/"-'•^O-c,,,,^ {F{x)Y-' (1 - Fix))"-'-'' ] 
= S{e^"-''-'^y)fr.yAy)dy 
Differentiating both sides of equation (4.13), we get 
(n-r + l)e("-'-^l)-[c,_i,„(F(x))-l(l - Fix))"'''^' 
+ (r- l)(F(x))'-2c,_i,„(l - F(x))"-'^'fix) 
-in-r + l)(F(x))'-^c,_i „(1 -Fix))"' '^^fix)] 
= e("-^-')^f,_,,„ix) 
Substituting 
/r-l:« W = (^ - 1 ) ^ . - U ( ^ W / ' ^ l - ^ W ) " " ' ^ ' / W , 
we have on simpHfication 
fix) ^^ 
I-Fix) 
The solution of equation (4.15) is 
*e.r 
l ^ ^ V/ 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
Fix) = \-ce~'' "^ (4.16) 
Since Fix) is a distribution function with F(0) = 0, we must have c = 1. 
Fix) = l-e , -oo<x<oo. (4.17) 
Power distribution 
Theorem 4.4: (Wesolowski and Ahsanullah, 2004) 
Let U d^ powi\,a) for some a > 0 be independent of Xi,X2,...,X„, which 
are positive i.i.d. random variables. If 
^r:ni^r:n-\U (4.18) 
for an arbitrary but fixed r e {l,...,n-1} then a>0 exists such that 
Xi d_ powia,a/n). 
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Proof: By (4.18), for any x > 0, 
Denote 
a = sup {x > 0: F(x) < 1} < oo. 
Then (4.18) implies 
inf{x>0:F(x)>0} = 0. 
X 
Substituting t = — in the above integral we obtain 
u 
Fr:„(x) = a^ '^u"~^du + a\^I^Fr:„^l -\u"~^du 
where it is understood that {x/a)" =0 in the case a = oo. observe that the last 
expression is differentiable in x. Hence it follows that F^.„ is also 
differentiable. Consequently the density / of Xi and the densities of all order 
statistics exist. Upon differentiation we get 
.a-\ 
fr:nM = ^ V ~ "^  ''^^'''^ f, ^r.n-liOr''~^dt - ax'^F,,„_iix). 
Substituting for integral from the previous equation we arrive at 
xfr.n(x) = 0([Fr:n(x)-Fr,„_i(x)], (4.19) 
holding for any xe (0 ,a ) . For any xe(0,a), the difference 
^r.ni^) ~ ^r.n-l(^) is non-zero, since inf{x > 0: F{x) > 0} = 0. 
Consequently the density / is always positive in (0,a) and (4.19) leads to 
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F'jx) _ a 
F{x) nx 
where F{x) = Kx"'" for any xe(0,a), which yields a<oo and K = a~"'". 
Remark 4.1: For U in the above result we can take t/„:„, where U\,...,Un '^ 
random sample from the uniform (or, more generally, pow (l,a) distribution. 
Then (4.18) implies that Xi is uniform on (0,a) (or more generally, 
pow {a,a)). 
Theorem 4.5: (Wesolowski and Ahsanullah, 2004) 
Let U ^ pow{\,a) for some a > 0 be independent of X\,X2,.:,X„, which 
are positive, i.i.d. random variables. If 
Xr:ndX,^y_„U (4.20) 
for an arbitrary but fixed r e {1,...,« -1} then a > 0 exists such that 
X\ d_ pow {a,al r). 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.4 denote a = sup{x > 0: F(x) < 1} < oo and 
observe that inf{x > 0: F(x) > 0} = 0. By (4.20) we write at 
\U) \aj 
for any xe{Q,a). again the form of the above equation implies existence of 
densities. Then 
^ / r :«W = « [^ r«W-^r+ l :«WL xe{0,a). (4.21) 
Since /V:„(x)-/>+!.„(x) and, consequently, /^:„(x) are non-zero, and thus 
f{x) is also non-zero on (0,a). Thus from (4.21) for any x e (0,(3), we get 
F\x) _ a 
F(x) r X 
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leading to F{x) = Kx" in (0,a), implying a<<x> and K = oT" and the 
hypothesis. 
Remark 4.2: In Theorem 4.5, taking Uj-.j. for t / as a special case where 
U\,U2,:.,Uf. is a random sample from the U(0,l) (or pow (l,a)) distribution, 
results in the U(Q,a) (or pow {a,a)) distribution for X\. 
Theorem 4.6: (Wesolowski and Ahsanullah, 2004) 
Let Ui be an random variable with the power distribution />ow(l,a/), / = 1,2, 
and let U\, U2 be independent of Xi,X2,.-,X„, which are positive 
absolutely continuous i.i.d. rvs such that inf{x > 0: F{x) > 0} = 0. Assume that 
^nn-l^l i ^r+l:«^2 (4-22) 
for an arbitrary but fixed r e {!,...,«-1}. Then — = — = a, say, and 
n r 
there exists a > 0 such that X\ d_ pow (a,a). 
Proof: Denote, as earlier, a = sup{x > 0: F(x) < 1} < 00. Then (4.22) is 
equivalent to 
and with similarity to the previous section, it follows that for any x e {0,a) 
^r+aix«'J%„_i(Or«>-ij/ 
V 
ff\a2x"^^^F,,,_„(t)r"2-^dt 
Consider first the case aj = C(2- Then the above equation implies 
F^:„_l(x) = iv+i:„(x), for all x e (0,a). 
But this is impossible. So, ori ^02-
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Taking the derivative with respect to x, we get 
Differentiating again we obtain, after some simple algebra, 
= aia2 [/>+!:„ (x) - F^:„_i (x)], x e (0,a). 
The expressions on both sides of this equation are non-zero. But, the expression 
on the left-hand side equals 
n-r (aiFix) a{^ 
\ r n 
//•:«W' 1 - F(x) 
so ff.fl is non-zero, and hence / also is non-zero. Then we arrive at 
-^ "^"^  -\c^-C2F{x)\ = ^&, X G ( 0 , « ) . 
F(x)[l-F(x)] ' 
where c\=— and C2 = — . the above equation implies q > C2. Also it can 
n r 
be rewritten as a simple differential equation in (0,a), 
Hence it follows that 
F{xf^ [1 - F(x)f^ "'^ ^ = /i: x'''''2 (4.23) 
for any x e ( 0 , a ) , where K is non-zero real constant. This implies a<co. 
observe now that for x->a the left-hand side of (4.23) tends to zero if C] > ci 
while the right-hand side tends to Ka'^^^^ >0. Hence q =C2-a, say, and 
(4.23) then has the form F{x) = KIX'^,XG (0,a), with K^ =a~". 
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Remark 4.3: Similarly, there is an interesting case in Theorem 4.6 if we take 
t/„.„ and r G {!,...,«-1} for Ui and U2, respectively, where U\,U2,.-,U„ is 
a sample from the i7(0,l) (orpow (I,a)) distribution. Then it follows that 
XidU(0,a)ior pow(l,a)). 
CHAPTER III 
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
RECORD VALUES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Characterizations of distributions through record values have been extensively 
studied by many authors in the literature. 
Kirmani and Beg (1984) and Lin (1987, 1988) characterized probability 
distributions based on the moments of record values. Too and Lin (1989) 
characterized exponential distribution via moments of record values whereas 
Grudzien and Szynal (1997, 1999) characterized uniform, exponential and 
power function distribution in terms of k-th record values. Characterization 
of some particular distributions using relations of expected values of records 
are given by Nagraja (1977,1988), Ahsanullah (1982, 1990 & 1991), Gupta 
(1984), Lin (1988), Roy (1990), Ahsanullah and Kirmani (1991) and 
Balakrishnan et al. (1992) and others. 
Characterization of distribution through conditional expectation of record 
values have been considered by Nagraja (1988), Franco and Ruiz (1996, 1997), 
Lopez-Blazquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), Ahsanullah and Wesolowski 
(1998), Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al. (2003), and Wu 
(2004). 
Nagaraja (1977) characterized continuous distributions by linearity of 
regression of record values, through relation 
^ [^ M(/-+l) I ^u{r) =x] = ax + b. 
Further, Nagaraja (1988) also characterized distributions by means of 
^ [^M(r) I ^M(r+l) =x] = ax + b. 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) extended the result of Nagaraja (1977) and 
characterized the distributions for double order gap. 
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Lopez-Blazquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), Dembinska and Wesolowski 
(2000) and Athar et al. (2003) characterized distributions for higher order gap 
by the means of the relation 
^ [^u{r+i) I ^M(r) =x\ = ax + b. 
Lee (2001) characterized exponential distribution by conditional expectation of 
record values, whereas Lee (2003) characterized Pareto distribution. 
Gupta and Ahsanullah (2004) characterized distribution through conditional 
expectation of record values through 
where g{x) may be non linear but differentiable w.rX. x. 
Further, Bairamov et al. (2005) characterized exponential type distribution via 
regression on pairs of record values, where regression may not be linear. 
Ahsanullah (1991) and Ahsanullah (2010) characterized exponential 
distribution through distribution properties of record value whereas Alzaid and 
Ahsanullah (2003) characterized Gumbel distribution and Chang (2007) 
characterized Pareto distribution. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MOMENTS 
Uniform distribution 
Theorem 2.1: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1997) 
Let {Xfj,n>\) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a common 
distribution function F{x), and assume E\n)m{X\ •••,A';t)f^<oo for a fixed 
k> 1 and some p>\. Suppose that A'^  is a positive integer-valued random 
variable independent of {X„ ,n>\} such that 
r^^^((A^-1)^ + 1) 
{N-\)\ <^, (2.1) 
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where, q = — -—. Then F(x) = x , xe(0,l), for a positive integer m, if 
and only if 
m ffn^ 
E[Y^^^f-2Y. , (-l/£ 
/=0 V* J 
.N 
k + l. 
2m (2m\ ,J k \ 
1=0 
+ Z , (-!)'£ 
V * y ,k + lj 
N 
= 0 (2.2) 
Let 
F~^ (/) = inf{x: F(x) >t},te (0,1). 
It is known that 
E[Y, {n-iy. ^ (2.3) 
First consider non-random A^  (as in Theorem 2.2 below). Observe that the left 
hand side of (2.2) in that case equals 
k" n-ln .\k-<n) = —--t[F-\t)-t'"n-log(\-t)]"-\l-tf-'dt. (n-1)! ^ 
Since, 
z 
1=0 
{-\iE 
k + l ^^ 
.n-ln .^A:-l 
and 
-^tF-\t)t'"[-\og(i-t)r-\i-tf-'dt 
(n - l ) ! "^  
l=0\l J \k + lj («-!)!•« 
Hence, by independence of A'' and X's, (2.2) is equivalent to 
00 
n=\ 
which is equivalent to 
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F(x) = x '^ '" ,xe(0,l) . 
For the case m-\. Theorem 2.1 gives the following characterization of the 
uniform distribution. We have F(x) = x, XG (0,1), 
if and only if 
£[4^)]2-2 £[}f>]-£ \" 
k + lj 
+ 1-2E 
K + \ 
+ E 
) [K + 2J 
N 
= 0. 
In the case ^ = 1, we get from Theorem 2.1 the following characterizing 
conditions of the uniform distribution by moments of record values. 
Theorem 2.2: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1997) 
Let {Xfi,n>\} be a sequence of i.i.d random variables with a common 
distribution function Fix), such that £ |^ A'j | ^<oo for some fixed p>l. 
suppose that N is a. positive integer-valued random variable independent of 
{X„, n>\} such that (2.1) is satisfied. Then F(x) = x , xe(0,1), for some 
positive integer m > 1, if and only if 
^2 
LiN)-
'" '^ wV _i J 1 
v^y 
sN 
i-lYE l + l ^L(N):L(N)+l 
l^flm^ , ( 1 .A^  
/-O V ' J 1+/. 
= 0. 
We note that F{x) = x, x e (0,1), if and only if 
^t^Z(A^) ^  ~ 2^[^Z(A^) ] + ^ 2~ X L{N):L{N)-\-l 
- £ 2 - ^ + ^ + £ 3 - ^ + 1 = 0 
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Characterization conditions of the uniform distribution via moments of the kth 
record values 7^*\ i.e. when P[N = ri\ = \, are given in the following 
Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.3: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1997) 
Let {X„,n>\} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a common 
distribution function F{x), such that E\mm{X\-';X]^)^P<cc for a fixed 
k > 1 and some p>\. Then F{x) = x , x e (0,1), for a positive integers, if 
and only if 
/=0 KI J 
{-xiE 
k + l. 
= 0 (2.4) 
In the case n = \, the condition 
E{Xf.J-2 ''k + tri^ E[^\+m:k+m] + 
V ' J 
'k + 2n{\ 
I 
= 0 
characterizes F{x) = x^'"^,xe (0,1), when E{Xlj^] < oo. 
Weibull distribution 
Theorem 2.4: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1997) 
Let {X„,n>l} be a sequence of i.i.d random variables with a common 
distribution function F{x), and assume E\min{Xi--;X/^)\^^<oo for a fixed 
k> 1 and some p>l. Suppose that A'^  is a positive integer-valued random 
variable independent of {X„, n>l}. Then 
l / w > F(x) = l-exp(-x" '") ,x>0 
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for a positive integer m, if and only if 
E[YJf^f-2k~'"E (N + m-\)\ (k) 
(N-\)\ ^•"" 
+ k-^'"E (N + 2m-\)\ (N-l)\ = 0, (2.5) 
2m-provided that E[N^'"]< oo, w > 1 
In the case m = 1 the condition 
WN^f -2k-^E[NY^\] + k~'^"'E[N{N +1)] = 0 
characterizes F{x) = 1 - exp(-x), x > 0, when E[N ] < oo. 
Proof: First consider non-random A^ . Then the left hand side of (2.5) equals 
i2 
6(n) = - ^ - £ ( « - l ) ! * F-\t)- log ^ 
vW 
1- / [-log(i-Of"^(i-0^"^^? 
as 
{n + m-\)\ (k) 
™ • ' w + w (n-iy.k'" 
/ 1 \2m+n-l 
- 4-T^: 
(« + 2m-l)! 
(n-l)\k 2m 
Hence by independence of A^  and Z's , (2.5) is equivalent to 
00 
Y,b{n)P[N = n\ = Q, 
«=1 
which is equivalent to 
F{x) = 1 - exp(-x), X > 0. 
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Theorem 2.5: (Lin, 1988) 
Let Jf be a random variable (rv) with continuous distribution F(x) and 
E\X\"^'^^<oo for some integer m>l and for some f >0. Then for given 
constant A > 0 and positive integers KQ, I and /' = m. 
F(x) = 1 - exp 
/ x/7/ 
' X ^ 
\A.J 
, x>0, 
if and only if 
£[^2'(„)] = / ^ £ [ ^ r ( « , ) ] forall «>«o. 
Proof: See reference. 
(2.6) 
Power function distribution 
Theorem 2.6: (Grudzien and Szynal, 1999) 
Let {X„,n>\} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with a common 
distribution function F{x) such that E\mm{Xi,--;Xi^)\ ^<oo for a fixed 
k > 1 and some p>\. Then F(x) is given by 
-\/m F(x) = l-(l + mxy"'", xe (0 , - l /m) (2.7) 
if and only if 
ElY^^^f 
m \k-m. 
^[rf-^l-^crf)] 
+ • 
m 
1-2 ( k 
k-m + k-2m 
= 0 for « = 1,2,. (2.8) 
Proof: Suppose that F{x) is given by (2.7). Then we have 
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iW-1/1 .\k-l 
(« - l ) ! ^ dt 
] _ 
m 
( k , w 
k-m 
- I (2.9) 
and 
E[Y^^^? = - ^ t[F-^ (t)f[-log(l - 0]"" (^1 - 0^"' (« - l ) ! "^  dt 
^" i,[ii-ty'"-nh--^og(i-t)r-\i-tf-^dt (n-l)l 
k" 
(n-l)\m' 
nn) mn) .^x^^^j 
n I « {k-lmf (k-m)" k 
m 
r Ir \ 
yk-2mj 
" f k Y 
+ k-m. 
+ 1 (2.10) 
r 1. \" 
k~m m 
1 1 
• + • (k-2m)" (k-mf (2.11) 
which establishes (2.8). 
conversely, assuming that (2.8) is satisfied, then we see that 
£ [^- . ( , ) ] - l lzO_d 
n2 
m 
[-iog(i-0]""ki-0^~^^^ = o. 
Since the sequence {(-log(l-/))", «>1}, is complete in 1(0,1), we conclude 
that F{x) is of the form (2.7). 
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General form of distributions 
Tlieorem 2.7: (Lin, 1988) 
For given positive integer k, HQ and m, the sequence 
{(«+i)!£[jr,»;„^,)]-«!£[jrf,„)]}«,„^ 
characterizes F(-) provided E\X\'"'^^<co for some 6'>0. 
Proof: Note that the assumption E \ X |'"^^< oo implies E \ ^^^^ |'"+^< oo for 
all n>0 (Lin, 1987, Lemma 1). Suppose 7 is a random variable with 
continuous distribution G, £;|y|'"'''^<oo and for all n>nQ, 
(«-H^)!£[Z-„,,)]-«!£[^-„)] 
= {n + k)\E[YJl„^k)]-n\E[yf^„^] (2.12) 
Then we want to prove F = G.li is seen that (2.12) is equivalent to 
jj[^l(0-/z2(0][-log(l-0f""''^^ = 0 for all n>nQ, (2.13) 
where, 
;^ y(0 = [///(/)r[{-iog(i-0}^-i][-iog(i-or, / = i,2 
H^{t) = F-\t) and H2{t) = G~\t), re(0,1). 
Furthermore, by the finiteness of E\X\'"^^ and ElYf"^^, hieLp(0,l), 
/ = 1,2, where p = {m +—s)lm>\. Since the sequence of functions 
{(-log(l-0)"}^=0 is complete in Z-(0,1) (Lin, 1987, Lemma 3), hi(t) = h2{t) 
almost everywhere (a.e.) on (0,1) by (2.13). 
Therefore, 
[F-\t)r =[G~\t)r almost everywhere on (0,1). 
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Note that F (•) is strictly increasing, since F(-)is continuous, hence 
F~^ (0 = G~^ (0 almost everywhere on (0,1). 
or, equivalently, 
F = G. 
The proof is complete. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION 
Exponential distribution 
Theorem 3.1: (Lee, 2001) 
If F(x) is absolutely continuous with F(x)< 1 for all x and c > 0 , n>m + \, 
then 
^ [^M(«+1) - ^ M ( « ) I -^uim) =y] = c (3-1) 
E [^u{n+2) - ^u{n) I ^M(m) =y] = ^c (3.2) 
^[^u(n+3) - ^uin) I ^«(w) = >'] = 3c, (3.3) 
if and only if 
F(x) = l - e " ^ / ^ jc>0. 
Proof: If Xk e EXP(c), then 
^[^u(n)\^u(m) =y] = y + (n-m)c. Hence (3.1) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (3.1) holds. Using Ahsanullah formula (1995) it follows 
the following equation, 
\n-m 
' r ' \-F(y)'y {n-m)\ i n i l ^ . 1-nx). xf{x)dx 
\ ^ \ C I _ C ' ^ , A A " - ' " - 1 
\-F{y)'y {n-m-\)\ 
where, c> 0, « > w + l 
C... 1 IX. ^"T~S4| ^ /W^ = c, (3.4) 
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That is, 
1 (CO r 1 17/ \A"~ ' " 
In-1 - Fix) xf{x)dx 
n-m-\ 
^- r f l n ^ — ^ 1 xf{x)dx = c[\-F{y)\ (3.5) 
Since F{x) is absolutely continuous, we can differentiate {n-m + \) times 
both sides of (3.5) with respect to y and simplify, then we obtain the following 
equation 
c/(>') + /^(>') = l,thatis 
f{y) + -F{y) = - (3.6) 
c c 
When we solve differential equation of (3.6), we get 
F{y) = \-e-y'''. 
This completes the proof 
(3.2) and (3.3) can be proved on similar lines. 
Theorem 3.2: (Lee and Lim, 2009) 
Let {X„,n>\) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with common 
distribution function F{x) which is absolutely continuous WxXYipdf f{x) 
2 
and £ [^„ ]<co , then 
if and only if 
^[^f/(«+2) l^t/(«) =y] = y^j- (3.7) 
Proof: If F(x) = l - e " ^ , ; i>0, x>0 , then 
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E[Xuin^2)\^Uin)=y]-e^yr In-' 
\ ^ J 
x{Xe^)dx 
= y+\- (3.8) 
Hence (3.7) holds. Conversely, suppose (3.7) holds. From AhsanuUah formula 
(1995), we can obtain the following equation 
1 n\n^~^^yAxf{x)dx = y + - , for A > 0. (3.9) 
\-F{y)'y\ \-F{x) y 
Since F{x) is absolutely continuous, we can differentiate both sides of (3.9) 
with respect to y and simplify and we get the following equation 
\^-F{y)]f{y)-jf\y)H'^-F{y)ff{y) (3.10) 
Let y = F{y) {i.e.y=f{y\ y'=f(y)). Then (3.10) expressed by the 
following form 
X^-y)y'^-j(y')^+(i-yfy'=o (3.ii) 
Therefore there exists a unique solution of the differential equation (3.11) that 
sat satisfies the initial conditions >;(0) = 0, y'(0) = A and / ' ( 0 ) = -A^. By the 
existence and uniqueness theorem, we get 
F(x) = l - e " ^ . 
This completes the proof 
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Pareto distribution 
Theorem 3.3: (Lee, 2003) 
F(x) = l - x ^ , x > 0 , ^ < - l ifandonlyif 
(i) (^ + 1)^[^„(„+1)|^„(;„)=>'] 
= 0E[X^^„jX^(^„>^y], n>m + l (3.12) 
(ii) (0 + \fE[X^^„^2)\^^^^y=y] 
= 0^E[X^^„jX^^^^=y], n>m + l (3.13) 
(Hi) (0 + l)^E[X^^„^s)\^^^„y=y] 
^e^E[X^(^„jX^f^„y=yl n>m + \ (3.14) 
Proof: lfF(x) = l-x^, then E[X^f^„jX^(^^^= y] J ^ ] y. 
Hence (3.12) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (3.12) holds, then from AhsanuUah formula (1995) we 
can obtain the following equation, 
(n-m)\^y [ \-F(x)) -^^ ^ 
{n-m~\)\y\ \-F(x)j 
Since F(x) is absolutely continuous, we can differentiate (n-m + V) times 
both side of (3.15) with respect to y and simplify, then we obtain the following 
equation, 
-yfiy) = 0{\-Fiy)), 
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that is, - f{y) 0 
\-F{y) y 
(3.16) 
Integrating both side of (3.16) with respect to j ^ , we get, 
F{y) = \-y^. 
This completes the proof. 
(3.13) and (3.14) can be proved on the lines of (3.12). 
General form of distributions 
(a) F(x) = [ax + 6f , xe(a,yff) 
Theorem 3.4: (Athar et al., 2003) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous rv with df F(x) and pdf f(x) on the 
support {a,P), where a G 9? and P may be finite or infinite. Then for r <s. 
^V^u{s)\^u{r)=A = a x + b (3.17) 
if and only if 
F{x) = [ax + bf, xe(a,/3) (3.18) 
where 
* ( c 
a =\ 
KS-r 
^c + lj 
* b * 
and b = —[1 -a ]. 
a 
Proof: First we will prove (3.18) implies (3.17). 
We have 
Now, 
F{x) = [ax + bf, f{x) = -ac[ax + b] 
^[^w(5) I ^M(r) = x] 
c-\ 
1 t/3 
\ y cln 
^ax + b 
ay + b^ 
-\s-r-l 
ac[ay + bf ^ dy 
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1 ^P 
T{s - r)[ax + b] C JJC £y cln 
^ax + b^ 
^ay + b^ 
s-r-l 
ac[ay + bf ^dy 
Let / = In ^ax + b^' 
yay + bj , then R.H.S. is 
^- n(ax + b)e-'^' - b]t'-'-^e-'dt 
which reduces to, 
' c T' b 
x + — 
c + \ a 
' c ^ 
^C + ly 
- 1 
and hence the 'if part. 
To prove (3.17) implies (3.18), we have 
^ f y\- in F (;;) + In F{x)f-"~'' &^ dy = ax + b* 
Now set F{x) = e~'' and F{y) = e'^'*^''^, then 
(3.19) 
1 
T{s - r) ^ F-\e-^''^'''>y-'-V^du = aF-\e-'') + b* 
Set G(v) = F"^(e~''), to get 
\G{u + v)n{du) = G{v) + -
a 
where 
(3.20) 
^{du) = ! ^u'~'"'^e-"du 
r(s - r)a 
Now, since (3.20) is of the form (2.26), and therefore in view of (2.26), 
(2.27) and (2.28), we get 
(3.21) 
G{v) = y + a\\-e'^)Mr]^Q 
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Thus at 77 9t 0, 
' - l / „ - V G(v) = F~^ {e'") = r + a\\ - e"^) 
or, 
Let z = y + a'(l- e^) and therefore, 
F{z)^ 1 - 2-r 
a' 
n _ = [az + fe]' 
where 
1 , a ' + r 1 
a = ;-, h = ;—, c = — 
77 a a 
In view of (2.28) and alongwith (3.21) and (3.22), we get 
* 1 
a = 
\S-r 
Further at v = 0, we have from (2.26) and (2.27), 
jG(M)/y(c?w) = G(0) + c* 
or. 
G(0) + c* = \{y + a ' - a'e'^'')n{dx) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
a a 
Using (3.22) 
\-a 
f i\ b b 
a \-a 
and hence 
a 
(3.24) 
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For Tj = 0, from (2.27), 
c ^ - ] / „ - v G(v) = F-'(€-") = r + /^'v 
or. 
F(z) = e-^^'-^\ A>0 (3.25) 
where A = —. Therefore 
F{z) = 1- Aiz-r) = [az + bY as c -> 00(7 ->• 0) 
where 
a^—, b = ^. So 
c c 
* 
a -
( r V-"" 
VC + ly 
-> 1 as c -> cx) (3.26) 
and 
, * b 
b = — 
a 
/ \s-r 
' c ^ 
VC + ly 
Therefore, 
b c + Ay 
a /I 
and with / = 
(1-OA 
c + 1 
,5-r+l, 
(/ - 1)A 
Differentiating numerator and denominator separately w.r.t. t and taking Hmit 
as / -> 1, we get 
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(3.27) 
The values of a and b at 77 = 0 could have also been obtained from (2.27), 
(2.28), (3.20) and (3.21) as earlier and hence the Theorem. 
(i) Power function distribution 
r 
F(x) = 
P-oc, 
.e 1 P 
P-a p-a 
e 
,a<x<p (3.28) 
a = , 0 = —-—, c = &, 
P-a P-a 
a = 
e y-'' 
e-\ <1, b =P 1-
( e \S-r 
0-1 
(ii) Pareto distribution 
F(x) a + S^ 
x + S 
e 
\XTU J 
1 5 ^-e 
a-\-5 a + S 
a<x< 00,0 > 0,a + ^ > 0 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
« = -, b=—-, c = -e, 
a+S a+S 
* 
a = 
e \S-r 
e-\ 
<1, b =S e \ s-r 
e-\ 
(iii) Exponential distribution 
F(x) = e-^^^-«^\ x > a , A>0 
(3.31) 
^ , c+Xa 
a = — , 0 = , c->oo 
c c 
(3.32) 
a -I, b = (3.33) 
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Remark 3.1: If h(x) be monotonic function of x on support (a,/?), then we 
have 
^[^(^w(5)) I ^u(r) =x] = a*h{x) + b* 
if and only if 
F{_x) = {ah{x) + bf 
with the same a and b as given in (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore, with suitable 
choice of a, b, c and h{x), we will get various characterization results of 
distribution [Khan and Aboummoh, 2000]. 
(b) F(x) = l-expj-^[/z(x)-/z(a)] | , xe(a , /?) 
Theorem 3.5: (Wu, 2004) 
Let «(> -oo) and p{< oo) be the left and right extremities respectively of an 
absolutely continuous df F, and let /? be a monotonic function continuous on 
[a,P) and with (its derivative) h' defined and continuous on (a,/?). We 
assume : 0 < F{x) < 1, for x e (a,/?). If E[h{X{)\ < oo, then 
E[h{Xij(^j))\Xu(^i)=x] = h{x) + {j-i)c,j>i>\, xe(a,/3) (3.34) 
holds, if and only if 
Fix) = l-expl-^[h(x)-h(a)]\, XG(a,J3) (3.35) 
holds, with h(x)^^±oo as x^/^"respectively according as c > 0 or c <0. 
Proof: It can be shown (Ahsanullah, 1995) that the conditional pc^ of X^(^J^ 
given ^(/(,) = x(j > i) is given by 
fj,i(y IX) = - — ^ 7 : { - l n [ l - F(y)] + ln[l - F(x)]}J-^-^ / ^ ( y - / - l ) ! l--^(^) 
for j ; > X. 
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Therefore, for j > i. 
To prove the sufficient part, if F{x) is given as (3.35), then 
- ln[l - f(x)] = - [h(x) - h(a)], xe(aj) 
c 
and (3.36) can be reduced to 
E[KXu(^j^)\Xu^i^=x] 
dy (3.36) 
tr ^^^\.\-\-Ky)-Kx)^^ ' cxp\--[Ky)-Kcc)]\-hXy)dy 
J^  ( y - i - l ) ! t c J [ c \c 
1 
(y_/_l)![l_F(x)] 
l^h'(y)\kKy)'hix)] 
J-i'l 
X expj- -[Ky)- Ka)]}dy + (j - / -1) \^ hiy)\-[h{y) - h(x)] 
J-i-2 
xcxpl-kKy)-Kc()]\^h'(y)dy 
(by integration by parts and E[h(Xi)] < oo) 
1 
(y - / - l ) ! [ l -F (x ) ] 
i^hXy)\-[h(y)-hix)]\ 
y-/-i 
X expj —[h(y) - h(a)] >dy + E[hiXai^j_^^)\Xu(^iy=x] 
1 
[l~F(x)]'^ 
j^exp\--[h(y)-hia)]]h'(y)dy 
+ E[h{Xu^j_l^)\Xui^i^=x] 
(on ( y - / - 1 ) times of integration by parts and E[h(Xi)]<oo) 
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= c + E[h(Xu(^j^lj)\Xu(^i>^=x]. 
Hence, by using the above recurrence equation successively, we obtain 
£[/l(Z(/(y) ) 1 XaH) =X] = (J - i)C 4- h{x), j > i. 
Next, we prove the necessary part. If (3.35) holds, then from (3.37), we have 
fiy) 
U - i)c 4- h(x) = 7 — ! - 7 - j:h(y){- ln[l - F{y)] + ln[l - F(x)]} 
(j-i-1)! '^ 
•dy 
or, equivalently, 
[{J - i)c + h{xm - Fix)] = - - ^ - - j^Ky){- ln[l - Fiy)] + ln[l - Fix)]}J-'-^ 
ij-1-1)1 ^ 
xfiy)dy (3.37) 
By differentiating (3.37) w.r.t x, we obtain 
- 1 f/?..- .• f (y - / - l)hiy){- ln[l - Fiy)] + ln[l - Fix)]}J-'-^ V^^.^y 
iJ-i-iy.'^'" \-Fix) 
= -[(J - i -1)^ + Kx)]fix) + h'ix)[l - Fix)] (3.38) 
If we replace j by ij -1) in (3.37), then (3.38) can be reduced to 
- f(x)[iJ - i - \)c + Kx)] = -fix)[ij - i)c + hix)] + h'ix)[l - Fix)] (3.39) 
In (3.39), we get after some calculations 
cfix) = h'ix)[\-Fix)], 
or, equivalently, 
d[l-Fix)] h'ix) 
I-Fix) •dx (3.40) 
Integrating (3.40) w.r.?. x from a to x, xeia,fi), the assumption of absolute 
continuity of F and F(a) = 0, yields 
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F(x) = l-expl--[Kx)-Ka)]\, XG(a,j3), 
which is the desired result. 
Remark 3.2: if we take / = y - 1 , j> 1, then Theorem 3.5 reduces to the result 
ofNagraja(1977). 
Remark 3.3: if we take h(x) = x and j = /+1, / > 1, then Theorem 3.5 reduces 
to the resuh of Nagraja (1988b). 
Remark 3.4: if we take h{x) = x and j = m + 2, i = m, then Theorem 3.5 
reduces to the result 3 of Theorem 2.1 of Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998). 
(c) F(x) = e -^(^>/^c>0 
Theorem 3.6: (Khan ei al., 2010a) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with the df F(x) and 
pdf f(x) on the support {a,P), where a and ^ may be finite or infinite. 
Then for m < r < 5 
E [/^(^„(.)) - KXu{r)) I KXuim)) = x] = {s- r)c (3.41) 
if and only if 
F{x) = e'^^''^'\c>Q (3.42) 
where h{x) is a monotonic and differentiable function of x such that 
h{x)->0 as x^a and h(x)F(x)->0 as x ->• y9 . 
Proof: we have, 
^[^(^«( . ) ) -^(^«( . ) ) l^(^«(m)) = ^] 
s-m-l 
1 !fi fhiy)[-\nF{y)-^\nFix)] §^dy 
r ( 5 - w ) ' ^ F(x) 
1 rj3, '-""-^ fKy)[-lnFiy) + lnFix)] ^ d y (3.43) 
r(r-/77)-'^ F{x) 
Now, it is easy to see that (3.42) implies (3.41). 
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If 
For sufficiency part, let c =(s-r)c, then 
7 : 7 - ^ If h{y)[- In F(y) + In F(x)f-'"-V(y)dy 
---^j^Ky)[-lnF(y) + \nFix)]'-'"-V(y)dy = c* F{x) (3.44) 
Differentiating (r-m)times both the sides of (3.44) with respect tox, we get 
r i r r ^ l^ Ky)[-\nF{y) + \nF{x)Y-'-^ ^ d y = h{x) + c* (3.45) 
Y{s-r)^^ F{x) 
Integrating LHS of (3.45) by parts and simplifying, we have 
^ F T ^ fKy){-\nF{y) + \nF{x)f-'-'^f{y)dy 
r ( 5 - r - l ) [ F ( x ) ] 
r (5- r ) [F(x) ] ' ^ 
= /z(x) + c* (3.46) 
This in view of (3.45), reduces to 
—i—[f/z'(>^)[-lnF(>;) + lnF(x)r-''-^F(>;)^>; = cF(x) (3.47) 
r ( J - r) ^ 
Differentiating (3.48) {s - r)times with respect to x, we obtain 
h\x)F{x) = cf{x) 
and hence the result. 
Remark 3.5: At s = r->r\,s = r + 2 and h{x) = x, we get the resuU as obtained 
by Lee (2001). 
Remark 3.6: At s = r + Xs = r-\-A and h{x) = x, this reduces to the result as 
obtained by Lee at A/.(2002). 
Remark 3.7: At r = m, ^[/^(^^(j) | Z„(r) = x] = h(x) + (s-r)c as obtained by 
Athar et al. (2003). 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTY 
Exponential distribution 
Theorem 4.1: (Ahsanullah, 1991) 
Let {Xfj, n>l} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed non-
negative random variables with absolutely continuous (with respect to 
Lebesgue measure) distribution function F{x) and the corresponding 
probability density function/(x) .If F ec2 and for some m,m>2, 
^Lim) ^^I(/M-l)+^» 
where U is independent of Xi(fn\ and Xi(m_\^ and is identically distributed 
as Xis, then X G E{(T), for some cr > 0. 
Proof: Suppose 
R{y)=^r{x)dx, 0 <>;<«>, 
then for 0 < >' < 00 thtpdf fi{y) of X£(^) (m > 2)can be written as 
/,W=M^/W; 
(w-1)! 
Thepdf f2(y) of Xi^^_i^ +U can be written as 
^ (m-2)! 
From equation (4.1) and (4.2), on simplification we get 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
^ (L-2)! /(^)^1(^>>-)^ = Q> (4.3) 
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where, 
Hiix,y) = Fiy-x)-Fiy)(F(x)r\0<x<y <co. 
Since F ec2, for (4.3) to be true, we must have 
Hi (x, y) = 0 for almost all x, 0 < x < y. (4.4) 
Now Hi (x, y) = 0 for almost all x, 0 < x < ^ ^ implies 
F(y - x)F(x) = F(y), for almost all x,0 < x < >^  < oo (4.5) 
The only continuous solution of (4.5) with the boundary conditions F(0) = 1 
and F(oo) = 0, is 
— Ox 
F(x) = e"'^ -*, where $ is an arbitrary positive number. (4.6) 
Theorem 4.2: (Ahsanullah, 1991) 
Let {X„, n>i} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed non-
negative random variables with absolutely continuous (with respect to 
Lebesgue measure) distribution function F(x) and the corresponding 
probability density function/(x) .If F GC\ and for some m,n with \<m<n, 
then X„ e E(a), for some cr > 0. 
Proof: See Reference. 
Theorem 4.3: (Ahsanullah, 2010) 
Let Xi,X2,... be a sequence of non-negative i.i.d random variables with cdf 
F(x) and pdf f(x). We assume F(0) = 0 and F(x) < 1 for all x > 0 and 
E[X ] exists for some k>0. Then the following statements are equivalent 
(a) F is E{0) 
(b) ^(/(„) ^ X^(„_i) + )^,, where FeC, W is independent of J!f[/(„_i) and 
is distributed as F for any fixed n>l. 
Proof: See reference. 
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Pareto distribution 
Theorem 4.4: (Chang, 2007) 
Let {X„,n> 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with cdf F{x) which 
is an absolutely continuous with pdf f{x) and F(l) = 0 and F{x) < 1 for all 
x>\. Then F(x) = l - x ~ ^ for all jc> 1 and /?>0, if and only if 
^U{,n) 
and X[/(„) are independent for « > 1. 
Proof: If F{x) = \-x~^ for all jc>l and P>0, then the joint pdf 
fn,n+\i^^y) of ^U{n) and A'f/(„+i) is 
V{n)xyl^^^ 
for all 1 < jc < >», y^>Oand«> l . 
Consider the function V = ^—!- and W = Xuf„y It follows that 
(v — V)w w 
^U(n) = ^ ' ^U(n+l) = and IJ1= -—. Thus we can write the joint pdf 
V v^ 
fv W i^^ ^ ) of V and 1^ as 
fv,W (v, >v) = ' ' ^, (4.7) 
r(«)(v-l)^-'^>v^+' 
for all v>0, w>l , P>Q and «>1. 
The marginal p(^/f/(v) of V is given by 
fv (v) = ^ fv,W (v, w) dw 
pn+\ B-\ /I x « - l 
P v^ «o(InM )^ 
r(«)(v~ 1)^+1 ^ v.^+1 
i/w 
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for all V > 0, p>Q and « > 1. 
Also, ihQpdf fiy (w) of W is given by 
/^(.)=(^(-))"-V(>v) 
(4.8) 
r(n) 
(4.9) 
for all w > 1, P>0 and « > 1. 
From (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9), we obtain fy(v) fw(w) = fy^}y(v,w). 
Hence V = ^-^ and W = Xur„\ are independent for « > 1. 
^U{n) - ^ [ / (n+ l ) 
Now we will prove the sufficient condition. The jointpc/T/o n+\i^^y) of 
^U{n) and ^{7(„+i) is 
f (r v\-\^^M:li^M^ 
r(«) 
for all 1 < X < _y, fi >0 and n > 1, where 
R(x) = -\n(\-F(x)) and r{x) = ~(R(x)) = -^^^ 
ax 1 - F(x) 
Let us use the transformation V = ^^ and W = Xij/„\. 
^U{n) - ^Uin+\) 
w Thejacobian of this transformation is \J\=—. Thus we can write the pdf of 
v2 
/ j^ ff (v,w) of V and W as 
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/ 
(v - l )w 
fv,w(y'^)=-
for all V > 0, w > 1 and « > 1. 
(R(w))"~^ r(w)w 
r(n)v' 
The pdf fff^{w) of W is given by 
(4.10) 
fwM _[R(w)]"-^f(w) Tin) 
for all w > 0 and n > 1. 
From (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain the pdffy(y) of V 
/ ( v - l ) w ^ 
/ F ( V ) = 
/ 
_ _ V V 
r(w)w 
vV(w) 
for all V > 0, w > 1 and « > 1, where r(x) = 
That is, 
^ ^(v-l)w^^ 
Ax) 
\-F(xy 
fviv) = -
ov 
l~F 
V V y 
l -F (w) 
(4.11) 
Since F and W are independent, we must have 
l-F 
V V ; 
for all V > 0 and w>l. 
({v-l)w) (^_J{v-\)\\ 
V V ; 
(l-F(w)) 
(v-1) Upon substituting -^^  = vj in (4.12), then we get 
(4.12) 
1-F(vi>v) = ( l -F(vi) ) ( l -F(w)) (4.13) 
for all V} > 1 and w > 1. 
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By the monotonic transformation of the exponential distribution, the most 
general solution of (4.13) with the boundary condition F(l) = 0 is 
F{x) = \-x~^ 
for all X > 1 and /3>0. 
This completes the proof 
Theorem 4.5: (Chang, 2007) 
Let {Xfj ,n>l} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with cdf F{x) which 
is an absolutely continuous with pdf f(x) and F(l) = 0 and F{x) < 1 for all 
x>l. Then F(x) = 1 - x ~ ^ for all x>l and /?>0, if and only if 
and Xutff\ are independent for n>\. 
Proof: See reference. 
Gumbel distribution 
Theorem 4.6: (Alzaid and Ahsanullah, 2003) 
Let {Xj,j = \,2,...) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue 
measure) distribution function F{x). Then the following two statements are 
identical. 
(a) F{x) = e , -oo<x<oo, 
(b) For a fixed m>\, the condition - lnF(0) = l and 
^L(,m)i^L{m+\)^WIm, 
where W is distributed as exponential with unit mean. 
Proof: It is enough to show that (b)=> (a). 
Suppose that for a fixed w > 1, Xi^^^ ^ •^I(OT+1) + Wlm, then 
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^(m) W = L ^ [ ^ ^ rn{x-y)]f^^^^^{y)dy 
Cjl -c»" \f{m^\)iy)dy 
= Fim^\)i^)-t^e-'^^''~'^Am^\^y)dy 
Thus, 
^ '^[^(m+l)W-^(m)W]= L^'^/(m+l)(>')^>' 
Using the relation following relation, 
^ ( n ) W - l - ' ^ ( / 7 ) W - ^ L 
/=0 J-
we obtain, 
'^"*"^ s^r=£„^ '^ /(-.)w r(m + l) 
Taking the derivatives of both sides of equation (4.16), we obtain 
dx 
e ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F ( x ) 
r(m + l) = e /(m+i)W 
This implies that 
d_ 
dx 
,mx [H{x)r 
r(m + l) F{x) = 0 
Thus 
dx 
,mx [H{x)r 
r(m + l) = 0 
Hence 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
H{x) = ce , -oo<x<oo (4.20) 
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Thus, we obtain 
F(x) = e-''^~\-oo<x<oo. (4.21) 
Since F(x) is a distribution function we must have c as positive. Using the 
condition - In F(0) = 1, we obtain 
F ( x ) = e"^ ' , - o o < x < o o . (4.22) 
Theorem 4.7: (Alzaid and Ahsanullah, 2003) 
Let ^ be a non-negative random variables having an absolutely continuous 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) distribution function F(x). Then the 
following two properties are equivalent. 
(a) X has an exponential distribution with F(x) = l -e~^ , jc>0 . 
(b) For some fixed r>\, Xf..„ £Xr_i.„+W/(n-r + i) where W is 
distributed as exponential. 
Proof: See reference. 
CHAPTER IV 
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Characterization through conditional moments of generalized order statistics is 
of special interest. Keseling (1999) has generalized the result of Franco and 
Ruiz (1995) in terms of generalized order statistics (gos) and characterized 
some general class of distributions. 
Kamps (1996) characterized uniform distribution by sub-ranges and extended 
to generalized order statistics. Mahmoud and Al-Nagar (2007) characterized 
the generalized power function distribution based on the conditional moments 
of the generalized order statistics. 
Khan and Alzaid (2004) characterized a general class of distributions 
F(x) = {ax + by through linear regression of generalized order statistics using 
Rao and Shanbhag's (1994) result. They characterized distributions by using 
the relation 
E [X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a h{x) + b . 
Further, Khan et al. (2006) have characterized distributions by means of the 
relation 
E[4{X{s,n,m,k)) \ X{r,n,m,k) = x] =gs\r{^) 
and its dual 
E[^{X{r,n,m,k))\X{s,n,m,k) = x]=gr\s{x). 
Samuel (2008) characterized general forms of several well known continuous 
probability distributions by the conditional expectation of certain functions of 
generalized order statistics. 
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Haque and Faizan (2010) characterized WeibuU distribution through 
conditional variance of generalized order statistics (gos) whereas Athar et al. 
(2010) characterized a general class of distribution 
F{x) = exp[--{/z(x) - h{a)}l x e (a,/3) 
c 
through generalized order statistics (gos). 
Characterization of probability distributions through distributional properties of 
generalized order statistics have been considered by many authors in literature. 
Kamps and Gather (1997) characterized the exponential distribution whereas 
Ahsanullah (2000) characterized the exponential distribution based on 
independence of functions of generalized order statistics and presented the 
estimators of its parameters. Tawangar and Asadi (2007) characterized the 
generalized pareto distribution (GPD) and uniform distribution based on 
generalized order statistics and the results are linked with the result of Oakes 
and Dasu (1990) and extend some of the results obtained by Asadi and 
Bayramogulu (2006). 
For more results on characterization through generalized order statistics one 
may refer to Ahsanullah (1997), Cramer and Kamps (2000), Ahmad and Fawzy 
(2003), Ahsanullah (2004) and references therein. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MOMENTS 
Generalized Power function distribution 
The standard generalized power function distribution has probability density 
function (pdf) f(x) and distribution ftinction F(x) as follows 
f(x) = -^(x + a)P~\ -a<x<b-a (2.1) 
b^ 
and 
F{x) = -^{x-^a)P, (2.2) 
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where, p>\,a = J pip + 2) and b = (p + i)J— 
V P 
Then, 
f(x) = --P—Fix). (2.3) 
(x + a) 
Theorem 2.1: (Mahmoud and Al-Nagar, 2007) 
Let X(l,n,rn,k) and X{2,n,m,k) be generalized order statistics based on 
continuous distribution function F{x). Then the conditional expectation of 
generalized order statistics X{2,n,m,k) given X{\,n,fh,k)\s, given by 
E[X{2, n, m, k) \ X{\, n, m, k) = x] = x[l - F(x)]'"i "^i +^2 +1 
-f [ l - F W l - ' - ^ ' ^ l I (_l)yf^2]^!£:! j :(x + a ) ^ ^2.4) 
;=0 U ; b^J{pj^-\) 
if and only if X has a generalized power function distribution (2.1). 
Proof: First, we prove that if X has a generalized power function distribution 
(2.1) then (2.4) holds. 
Setting r = 1 and 5 = 2 in (4.4) and making use of the following equation 
/i(") {r,n, m, k) = - ^ \xJ[\ - F{x)Yr "^ f{x)g'^^ (F(x))dx, 
where 
E[X" (r, n, m, k)] = /r^' (r, n, m, k), yields 
E[X(2,n,m,k)\ Xil,n,m,k) = x] = n^-Fix)]'"^"^i^^ |^ "X2f(x2) 
x[\-F(x2)p-^dx2 
Integrating by parts gives 
E[X(2,n,m,k)\XiU,m,k) = x] = x[l-F(x)f^-^^^^^^^ 
Hl-F(x)r-^^^'f-'[l-F(x2)f'dx2. 
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Upon using (2.2) and expanding binomially, we get 
E[X(2,n,fn,k)\X(\,n,fn,k) = x] = [l-F(x)r^~^^^^ 
x{x[l-Fix)f^+t(-^y 
7=0 U" J. Pj •'^  
t\x2+af^dx2}. 
and hence the (2.4). 
Now, let (2.4) hold, then 
r2[ l-F(x)r^-r^^ ' J j ' ^2 / (^2) [1 - F i x 2 ) P - ' d x 2 
= x[\ - F(x)] '" ' -^ ' +^2 -'^  + [1 - F(x)]'"i -^1 ^^ 
. g ( _ l / ^ 2 > ^ ^ ^ ^ - ( x + a)^^^^ 
7=0 u 6^>(py+l) 
Differentiating both sides w.r.t. x and simplifying, we get 
[l-Fix)Y^ = g(-l)/^2l(x + a)^^ 
J=0 V J bPj 
Therefore 
1 F{x) = —{x + a)P 
bP 
This completes the proof 
Theorem 2.2: (Mahmoud and Al-Nagar, 2007) 
Let X{\.,n,m,k) and X{2,n,m,k) be generalized order statistics based on 
continuous distribution function F{x). Then the conditional expectation of 
generalized order statistics X (2,n,m,k) given A'(l,n,w,A:)is givenby 
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E[X^ (2, n, m, k) \ X{\, n, m, k) = x] 
Y2 ..(y^\ 
y=0 
y-< 
b{b-a) {x-^-ayJ , {x + ayJ 
ip 
i. i '. 4- i : 
y+1) {pj+\){pj+2) b^J(p.+l) bPj(^p.+l)(p.+2) 
(2.5) 
if and only if X has a generalized power function distribution (2.1). 
Proof: To prove necessary part, we have 
we have 
E[X^(2,n,m,k) \ X(\,n,m,k) = x] = ni^-Fix)]'"^"^i-^^ |^"'':^2/(^2) 
>^[l-F(x2)p-^dx2 
Integrating by parts, we obtain 
E[X^ (2, n, m, k) \ X{\,«, in, k) = x] = [\- F(x)]'"> ~^i ^ \x\\- F{x)Y^ 
+ 2l-''x2{\-F{x)\^dx2}. 
Integrating by parts and using the Binomial expansion we obtain (2.5). 
Second, we will prove that (2.5) implies (2.2). We have 
72 [1 - n^T' "^' ^^  J*~"xlf{x2 )[1 - F{X2 )V^ -^ dx 
=[\-F(x2)r-'^^K 
72 ..fri^ 
Yi 
x ^ [ l - F ( x ) f 2 + 2 2(-l)-^ hl\h{h-d) 
y=0 u ; (Py+l) 
-2I(-1)^ 
U ) 
Yi 
-2Z(-1> 
7i 
+2X(-iy 
y=0 
.rv.^ /2 
iPj+^)(Pj+2) J^Q 
(x + ayJ 
'72' 
J . 
x(x + ay-' 
b^Hpj+l) 
b^HPj+l)(Pj+2) 
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Differentiating both sides w.r.t. x and simplifying we get 
[i-F(x)f2 = f (_i)y 
J=0 
^nMx + af' 
J ) bp^ 
Therefore 
1 F(x) = — ( x + fl)^, 
This completes the proof 
Weibull distribution 
Lemma 2.1: (Haque and Faizan, 2010) 
Let F{x) be a ^ such that F(0) = 0 and has a continuous second order 
derivative on (0,oo) with F'{x)> 0 for all x > 0 (so that F{x)< 1 for all x, in 
particular). If it satisfies the differential equation 
Fix) +(rr+i-0 
'F\X) 
Fix) X 
'F\X) 
. Fix) _ 
-r ,+i^2^V(^-i>=o (2.6) 
~0xP then Fix) = e ^^ for all x > 0 where 0, p, y^+i are all positive constants. 
F\x) ,P-1 Proof: Let _ ; - • = p/^+i , then (2.6) reduces to 
Fix) t 
dt 
(2.7) 
Therefore, 
2rr+l 
1 
+ • 
1 
(rr+1-^0 (rr+1+^0 r^ = p | : 
.p-1 fifcc 
implying that 
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Yr+x-Ot = Ae' 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Thus, 
F\x) 1 
F{x) 2rr+\ 
2A 1 
Au-l u 
du 
dx 
, where M = e^ '^-+i^^ 
and 
F{x) = B ^e /r . i^^^ .g -r .+ i^^^ \fr, r+\ (2.8) 
where A and 5 are constants to be determined. Since F{x) is bounded, hence 
F{x) = e in view of the initial conditions on x. 
Theorem 2.3: (Haque and Faizan, 2010) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with the df F(x) and the pdf f{x) 
over the support (0,oo). Let 0 < /? < oo and F{x) has moment of order 2p then 
for 0 < r < n , 
V{XP{r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x-\=-^ 
if and only if 
rr+i^^ 
F(x) = e ^^^ for x > 0 a n d ^ > 0 . 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[XP^{r +1, n, m, k) \ X(r, n, m, k) = x] 
[F{x)Y^^^ "" 
Thus, for the Weibull distribution 
(2.9) 
F(x) = e~^''\ j c > 0 , ^ > 0 
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E [XP^ (r +1, n, m, k) \ X{r, n, m, k) = x] 
, m! 
Therefore, 
= ^ 4^^'"«^^*"'"'*'where a-P=y,^xe . 
m=0'"' 
^^•\^J-P^. V\XP {r ^\,n,m,K) \ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
rhiO^ 
= c 
J'^l ^y^nny)Y^^^ -' may - _ ^'\ 
Zynp{y)\^'^'~^f{y)dy = c 
That is, 
r.+l[F{x)Yr.x ry^P[F{y)Yr^^-^f{y)dy 
rr,-\£y^{Fiy)Y'''~^f{y)dy = c[F(x)]^ '^-+> (2.10) 
Differentiating (2.10) w.r.t. x and solving, we get 
yr^\p^ynF{x)Y'--^-^f{y)dy 
= crr+\x^~P[F{x)Yr^^-^f{x) + pxP[F{x)Y^-^ (2.11) 
Differentiate (2.11) again w.r.t. x, to get 
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^-PfPf^^^yr+i-^ crr^lx'-^(F(x)) -F\x)- Fix) 
+ ^P-^^(^'^'^^ + _ i _ ,^(P-^) (Fix)) p^ 
C/r + l X 
That is, 
Fix) 
[F'ix)] 
Fix)_ X 
'F'ix) 
_F(x)_ 
-r,+i^^pV(^-') = o (2.12) 
Hence F(x) = e in view of the Lemma 2.1. 
At /? = 1, this theorem gives the result for exponential distribution. 
Remark 2.1: At m = 0, A: = l and / ^ = « - r + l , Theorem 2.3 reduces for 
order statistics as obtained by Beg and Kirmani (1978) at p = 1 and Khan and 
Beg (1987). 
Remark 2.2: At w = - l and yr=k. Theorem 2.3 reduces for k-th record 
statistics. 
General form of distributions 
(a) Fix) = [ax + bf, x^iaj). 
Theorem 2.4: (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
Let X be absolutely continuous random variable with df Fix) and 
pdf fix) on the support ia,P) where a and fi may be finite or infinite. 
Then for r <s 
4c it 
E[Xis,n,m,k)\ Xir,n,m,k) = x] = a x + b (2.13) 
if and only if 
Fix) = [ax + bf ,xGia,j3) (2.14) 
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where 
s-r 
a=U 
c[k + (m + lXn-r-J)] _ ^ f _ ^ 
= n ) J l c[k + (m +1)(« - r - ;•)] +1 j ^ ^ (1 + c/j) 
a 
(2.15) 
Proof: First 'if part is proved i.e. (2.14) implies (2.13) 
We have 
F{x) = {ax + b]' 
f(^x) = -ac[ax + b] c-\ 
where 
F{x) = \-F{x) 
Since the conditionalpdfof X{s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, \ < r < s < n, 
is given by 
fs\r(y\x) = ^s-\ (s-r-l)lcr-l 
[hnt {F{y)) - hm (F(x))]^-'^- ' [F(>;)] •^-'•-1 r Pr ^,Mk+{n-s){m+\)-\ Ay) 
[F(x)] k+in-r-\){m+\) 
This conditional pdf can also be written as 
fs\r(y\x) = Cs-l 
s-r-\ (s-r-\)\Cr-\(m + l) 
/ ^ / x\^+("-*)('«+l)-l 
1-
5-r- l 
l^Wj F(x) 
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We have, 
E[X{s,n,m,k) \ X(r,n,m,k) = x] = ^s-l 
c^_l(5 ' - r - l ) ! (m + l) s-r-l 
ty 1 -
s-r-\ 
F(x) 
k+{m+\)(n-s)-l m 
F{x) 
dy. (2.16) 
Set u = F{y) 
F(x) 
ay + b 
ax + b 
, then the RHS reduces to 
^s-l 
Cr_l(s-r-\)\(m + \) s-r-\ i 
u^^''(ax + b)-b 
a 
X [1 - „'«+l f- ' •-1 u*+('"+lX"-^)-lc/w. 
Let w'"'*'^  = t, then we get, 
* * 
E[X(s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x]-a x + b 
where 
a 
and 
a = 
Cs-\ 
c ^ _ l ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( w + l) -r-\ Jo 
\+c[k+{m+\)in-s)] 
•1 . c ( 7 M + l ) -1 
x{\-tY~''~^dt 
which gives 
^*JY[ <^ + (^ + IX^-^-^')3 -'Y[ ""^J 
j=\ c{k + {m +1)(« -r-j)] + \ j^y (1 + CYj) 
after simplification. Hence the ' i f part. 
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To prove that (2.13) implies (2.14), we have from (2.16) 
'5-1 
-r-\ h ^ 
•\k-¥{m+\){n-s)-\ 
1-
- i s - r - l 
X 
f{y) J * L* 
F(x) 
Set F(x)-= e'" and F(y) = e'^"'^"^ to get, 
Cs-l ;-L -
Cf._l(s-r-l)\(m + iy 
- ^ ]^F"'[e-("+^)][l - g-wC'^+Dj^-^-l 
xe 
-u[k+(m+l)(n-s)] {du) = a F (€'") +b 
- - 1 . - V , Further, if we set G(v) = F (e ), we get. 
^G(u + v)^(du) = G(v) + — 
a 
(2.17) 
where 
Midv) = Cs-\ _ -u(m+l)^s-r-l 
a c^_i(5-r-l)!(m + l)' j-r-l *- ^ 
^^-w[^+( ,«+ l ) (« - . ) ]^^ (2.18) 
Equation (2.17) is of the form (2.27) with c* = - ^ and therefore at;; T^  0 
a 
G{v) = F \e-'') = y + a'(l-e'^''). 
Let z = 7 + Qr'(l-e'/^) 
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Therefore, 
Fiz) = z-y 
a' 
= [az + bf 
where 
1 ^ a'+r I 
a = , b = -, c = — 
a' a' rj 
(2.19) 
Now to see the relationship between a , b and a, b, c, we have from (2.28) 
and (2.18), 
B{s-r, - + n-s) 
a* = ^ ^-^ m + 1 
< r^-l (s-r-\)\im + \) s-r 
Putting rj = — and solving, we get, 
c 
s-r 
a =n 
c[k + {m + \){n -r - J ) ] s-r 
= n 
CJj 
j ^ \ c\k + (w +1)(« - r - y)] +1 .^^ 1 (1 + cyj) 
For b , we have from (2.26) at v = 0, 
G ( 0 ) + C* = J^G(M)//(^W). 
This in view of (2.27) and (2.18) at ;; T^  0 reduces to. 
b y + a' 
r + — = -a' 
a a 
Therefore, 
b* =--{\-a*) in view of (2.19). 
a 
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Examples: 
(i) Power function distribution 
F(x) = ^v-x^ 
[^y-MJ 
e r 1 V 
— x + 
-^e 
V-jJ. V-jJ, 
, /^<x<v 
a = , 0 = , c = 0 
V-JU V-jU 
(ii) Pareto distribution 
F{x) = 
e 1 6 - 1 - ^ 
, fJ,<X<CO 
a = -, b = , c = -6 
/J. + 5 /x + 5 
«*= n ^ > l b*=5{l-a*). 
(iii) Exponential distribution 
F(;c) = e"^(^-^\ x>id 
1-
^,{x- jLi) 
/I , c + Xu 
a = , b- , c->oo 
c c 
* 1 ^* 1 V 1 
^ i=r+l yi 
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Theorem 2.5: (Khan et al, 2006) 
Let ^{x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x. If 
E{^{X{s,n,m,k))\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = g^| ^ (x) 
then 
106 
(2.20) 
F (x) = exp . ^ e fHi^ ^^  „ 
Xr+l ^[8s\r(0'gs\r+l(0] 
(2.21) 
Proof: We have, 
E[^{X{s,n,m,k)}\X(r,n,m,k) = x] = g^i ^ (x) 
that is, 
Cc_ 5-1 
( 5 - r - l ) ! Q _ l ( w + l) Z^TZT I f ^(>')t(^W>'"^'- (^(>'»'""' ' l"" ' 
x[F(>;)f ^- ' / ( j ) c / j = g , | , (x)[F(x)fr.i 
Differentiating both sides with respect to x and re-arranging the terms, we get 
f(x)^ 1 g5|r(^) 
^ W r..i [ ^5 | r+ lW-^5 | rW] 
and hence the Theorem. 
The result for s = r + l, obtained by Raqab and Abu-Lawi (2004) and Cramer 
et al. (2004), may be deduced by noting that 
Sr+\\r+\ W = E[4{X{r + \,n,m,k)}\ X(r + l,n,m,k) = x] = ^(x). 
Corollary 2.1: (Khan et al., 2006) 
If E[{X(s,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = al^^x + b*^^=g^^^(x) 
then 
Fix) = [ax + bf, 
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where fl.i^ = H 7 — — ' ^\r =--(^-^s\r) 
j=r+\^'^^yj " 
Proof: The proof was given by Khan and Alzaid (2004) using Rao and 
Shanbhag (1994) result. This can also be obtained from Theorem 2.5 under the 
assumption {aa + bf =\ by noting that 
Ss\ r+\ (^) - Ss\r (^) = «*|r+l ^ + **| r+1 " «*| r ^" **| r 
(«5 l r+ l -«5 | r ) ( b x + — 
V aJ 
* 
• {ax + b) 
ac/r+i 
as 
' cYj 1 + c/^+i * 
Therefore, 
Sslr^^) ac 
Thus, 
fix) ^ ac 
F{x) ax + b 
implying 
F(x) = [ax + bf 
For 5 = r +1, the result was obtained by Keseling (1999). 
Further, it has been shown by Bieniek and Szynal (2003), Khan and Alzaid 
(2004) and Cramer et al. (2004), that for 
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(i) Power function distribution 
F(x) = I V-X 1 
^v-MJ 
, /j<x<v (2.22) 
(ii) Pareto distribution 
F{x) = (^] , ju<x<^ (2.23) 
\x-\-S ) 
S /D 
(iii) Exponential distribution 
F(x) = e~^^'''^\ x>n (2.24) 
^s\r=^^ *5|r = 7 2 . — 
Remark 2.3: Let ^(jc) be a monotonic and continuous function of x, then it 
has been shown by Khan and Alzaid (2004) that 
E[^{X{s,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a*| ^ ^(x) + b * 
s\ r 
if and only if F(x) = [a^(x) + fef 
This can be deduced from Theorem 2.5 by considering 
A number of distributions can be characterized by the proper choice of a,h,c 
and ^(x); (Khan and Alzaid, 2004): 
Remark 2.4: For order statistics (w = 0,^ = 1) characterizing results based on 
linear regression were obtained by Khan and Ali (1987), Khan and Abu-Salih 
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(1989), Franco and Ruiz (1995, 1997), Lopez-Bldzquez and Moreno-Rebollo 
(1997), Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) and Dembinska and Wesolowski 
(1998) and Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
Remark 2.5: For record statistics (m = -\, k = 1) distributions were 
characterized using conditional expectations by Nagaraja (1988), Franco and 
Ruiz (1996, 1997), Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998), Dembinska and 
Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al. (2003). 
Theorem 2.6: (Samuel, 2008) 
Let X be a random variable variable with absolutely continuous cdf F(x) and 
pdffix). Suppose F(x)<\ for all jce(a,/?), F (a ) = 0 and F(j3) = l. Then 
F(x) = 1 - [ah(x) + bf for x e (a, /3) (2.25) 
if and only if for r <n, 
E[hiX(r +1, n, m, k)) \ X{r +1, n, m, k) = x] 
= Qg[^  + (n-r + -)(m + l)]hix) - b 
a{c[k + in-r-\){m + l)] + \} ' 
where h(-) is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on (a,/J), 
a^^O and c[k + {n-r-l)(m +1)] +1 ?t0. 
Proof: Suppose that equation (2.25) holds good. Then 
\-F(x) = [aKx) + br =-^^^^j^f(x) (2.27) 
ach (x) 
Using (4.4) we write the following, 
E[h(X(r +1, n, m, k)) \ X{r,«, m, k) = x] = [\- F(x)]'"-^'- •" Vj (2.28) 
where, 
h =rr+l f '^^^Ky)[l-F{y)fr^^-^fiy)dy (2.29) 
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By applying integration by parts to the integral on the right side of (2.29) 
treating h(y) as first function and the rest as second function, we get 
I^=Kx)[l-F(x)Vr+^ + f'^^hXy)[l-Fiy)Yr+^^y (2.30) 
Now using the expression for l-F(-) given by (2.27) in the integrand of the 
integral on the right side of (2.30) and simplifying, we obtain 
i,=eErr±il!^±:^[i-F{x)Vr^^ (2.31) 
Then the result (2.26) follows from equations (2.28) and (2.31). 
Conversely, we assume that equation (2.26) holds good. Then we have from 
(2.28), 
_ E[h(X(r +1, n, m, k)) \ X{r, n, m, k) = x] 
^~ [\-F{x)f-yr^^ 
That is, 
/r+i \l''^^^Ky)\^-F{y)Y^-'~^f(y)dy 
= ^ Slr±l!}^^hl[l_F^,^fr-m-l (2.32) 
If we differentiate both sides of (2.32) w.r.t. x and then simplify the resulting 
equation, we get 
l - ^ W = - ^ ^ / W (2-33) 
acn (x) 
Then equation (2.25) follows from (2.27) and (2.33). Hence the theorem is 
proved. 
Remark 2.6: If we put A: = 1 and w = 0 in equation (2.26) of Theorem 2.6, we 
get the existing Theorem 2.1 of Khan and Abu-Salih (1989). 
Remark 2.7: By the proper choice of a, b, c and h{x). Theorem 2.6 
characterizes several well known continuous probability distributions by 
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conditional expectation of generalized order statistics. For example, if we 
choose a = aP, b = 0, c = l and h(x) = x~^ then Pareto distribution is 
characterized. For the choice of a, b, c and h{x) for other distributions, see 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989). 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTY 
Exponential distribution 
Theorem 3.1: (Kamps and Gather, 1997) 
Let F{x) be absolutely continuous with density function f{x), F(0) = 0, and 
suppose that F(x) is strictly increasing on (0,oo), and either is new better than 
used {NBU) or new worse than used (NWU). Moreover, let the expected values 
involved be finite. Then F{x) = exp(A) for some /I > 0, if and only if there 
exist integers r and n, l<r<n-l, such that 
E[X(r +1,n,m,k)]-E[X(r,n,m,k)]i ^[-^(Un-r,m,k)]-
Proof: Making use of the representations 
E[X(r +1, n, m, k) - X{r, n, m, k)] 
X [1 - F(y + w)]^ '-+' ~^ f(y + w)dydwdx 
^ ^[^-Fiy)f f{y)g'm-\F{y)) 
x[l-F(x + y)f'^^dydx 
[l-F(jc + y)f-+> ^^f^^r.n..,k)^y^ 
[l-F(y)fr^^ dydx 
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and 
E[X(l,n-r,m,k)] 
= rr+1 f ^[^-ny)Y'-^-^f(y)dydx 
we obtain, 
^ ^Jg°/^('''«''"'^)(>;)[l-F(x + >;)f-' /[l-F(y)p.i 
-[\-F(x)Y'-*^]dydx = 0, 
which implies the assertion. 
Theorem 3.2: (Ahsanullah, 2000) 
Let X be a non-negative random variable having an absolutely continuous 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) strictly increasing distribution function 
F(x) with F(0) = 0 and F{x) < 1 for all x>0. Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
(a) X has an exponential distribution with density as given, 
f{x,0) = < (3.1) 
[0, otherwise. 
(b) For 1 < r < «, the statistics 
{k + {n-r){m + l)}{X(r,n,m,k)-{X{r-V),n,m,k} and {X{r-\),n,m,k} are 
independent. 
Proof: Integrating out xj, ,Xf._2,Xr+\, ,x„, and using the transformation, 
U = X{r-l,n,m,k) and W =/f.{X(r,n,m,k)-X(r-l,n,m,k)}, 
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we get on simplification the yo/«?/7(^of/{;j)^(M,w) off/ and W as 
fuw(.^M = 
.^[l-F(u)rg';„-^[F(u)] (r-2)! 1-F u + -
w 
Yr 
^f{u)f M + -W 
V fr J Yr 
Yr-^ 
, 0<M,W<oo, 
0, otherwise. 
(3.2) 
If X has the joint pdf as given in equation (3.1), then 
F(x) = l - F ( x ) = e -0x 
and 
^^(F(x)) = w + 1 
Ox, m = -{. 
on simplification, we get from equation (3.2), the jointpdf fuwi^w) of U 
and W for the exponential distribution as 
fuw(u,^) = ^f^gm\i-e-^")e-r-^^"e-^'',0<u,w<oo. (3.3) 
Thus W and t/ are independently distributed. 
Let f^(u) bethQpdfofU = X(r-l,n,m,k), then 
fu(^)- (r-2)! [l-F(t/)]-^^^-'g^r^[^(")]/(«) (3.4) 
Using equation (3.2) and (3.3) and the relation /^_i =/; . +/w + l, we get the 
conditional distribution of fw\u^\IJ~u) as 
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fw\u(W\U = u) = u+- w 
rrj 
iF(u)) -1 
Xr-l / 
/ 
W 
U + 
I. rrJ 
[F{u)r', 
for all wj, 0< wj <oo (3.5) 
and all u. 
Integrating the expression in equation (3.5) with respect to w from wj to oo,we 
get 
FlV\^(wi\U = u) = u + 
\ 
[Fiu)]-^ 
Yr 
for all wj and 0 < w, W] < oo. (3.6) 
Since W and U are independent, we get from equation (3.6) for all w and u. 
F u + 
Wj 
V rr 
[Fiu)]-^ 
Yr 
= G(w), 
where G{w) is a function of w only. Now taking the limit w -> 0. we get 
G(w) = ^2L 
Yr 
Hence for all w and w, 0 < w, w < oo and a fixed y^, we get 
— —/ 
= F(u)F ( w^ u + — ^w^ 
\r. 
(3.7) 
r J 
The non-degenerate solution of equation (3.7) with the boundary conditions 
F(0) = 1 and F(oo) = 0 is F{u) = e~^", ^ > 0 and 0 < w < oo. 
Remark 3.1: If yt = l and m = 0, then from the Theorem 3.2, we obtain the 
resuh of Rossberg (1972). If k = \ and m = -l, then we obtain from Theorem 
3.2, the characterization result of the exponential distribution given by 
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AhsanuUah (1978) based on the independence of •^u(n) ~-^Uin-l) ^"^ 
Lemma 3.1: (AhsanuIIah, 2006) 
P'r,r,,m,kM = ^cc{x)ir,—^) if m > - 1 (3.8) 
and 
^.,«,m,)tW = W^)W i^m = -\ (3.9) 
where, 
a(x) = l - [ F ( x ) ^ + ^ Fix) = l-F(x) 
J3{x) =-klnF(x),, 
"" JO r(^) 
Proof: F o r m > - l , from (3.8) 
x[gm~\nu)]nu)du 
Using the relation 5 ( r , - ^ ) = ^^^^'"'^ and substituting 
m + l Cf. 
t = l-[F(x)] , we get on simplification 
m + l 
A, 
= Jaix)in~-) 
' w + 1 
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For m = -\ 
^r,«,.,^w=^i;-.(o)[i-^(")i'"' 
x[-ln(l - F(u))f~^ f(u)du 
(r-1)!* 
O 
= r/3(x)(r), fi{x) = -klnF(x). 
Lemma 3.2: (AhsanuIIah, 2006) 
m + \ w + 1 
_ J _ F ( x ) 
Yr+X fix) 
Proof: For m>-\, 
*'r,n,m,kV' ~r) "" ^ r,n,m,kv + 1' ~ T ) 
m + 1 w + 1 
^ ^ m + \ m + \ 
Using the relation 
Ix(a,b) -IJa + l,b-l)= n ^ + ^) ;c^(i _ ^)6-l 
"^  "^  ^ r(a + l)r(6) 
we obtain 
m + 1 ^ -^  m + l 
Yr 
^ ^ [Qr(x)f[l-a(x)]^+l . (3.10) 
r(r + l ) r ( - ^ ) 
m + 1 
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We know that 
S ( , , J i _ ) = I M ! l ± I ) : and hence 
m + \ Cf. 
r(r + i ) r ( -^) 
Thus 
~Z 77~:fr+l,n,m,k (3-11) 
/r+\ J v-^ / 
For m = - 1 , 
= r ^ (^ ) (x ) - r^ (^ ) ( r + l) (3.12) 
Using the relation 
r^( ;c) (0-r^( ;c) (^ + l) = 
r(r +1) 
[ -y^lnF(x)]" / ' "^(^) 
r(r + l) 
[-k\nF(x)nF(x)]^ 
T(r + l) 
we obtain 
^r 
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Theorem 3.3: (Ahsanullah, 2006) 
Let v\' be a non-negative random variable having an absolutely continuous 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) distribution function F(x) with F(x) = 0 
and 0 < F{x) < 1 for all x>0. Then the following properties are equivalent 
(a) X has an exponential distribution with density as f(x) = a~ e~'^ ^ 
d . ^ 
(b) X{r + \,n,m,k) = X{r,n,m,k)-\-G , r>l ,where W is independent of 
Yr+l 
X{r + l,n,m,k) and X{r,n,m,k) and WeE{\) and m>-\. 
Proof: The proof of (a) implies (b) follows from 
d jY 
X(r + l,n,m,k) = X(r,n,m,k) + a . 
rr+\ 
We will prove here (b) implies (a). 
Using the relation 
d fy 
X(r + \,n,m,k) = X(r,n,m,k) + a-
Yr+l 
we obtain for m > - 1 , 
P'r+\,n,m,ki^) = 1 ) 0 " ^ "^  )fr,n,m,kiy)dy 
-^-^{x-y) 
= Fr,n,m,k<<^)-\Q(\-e ^ )fr,n,m,kiy)dy (3.13) 
Thus 
— ^ ,. -^-^{x-y) 
^ ^ iP'r,n,m,ki^)-Fr^\,n,m,ki^)\=^e ^ 
^ fr,n,m,kiy)dy 
Differentiating both sides of the above equation, we obtain 
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~^ Jr,n,m,k\^) 
On simplification, we have 
Yr+X 
'\.^r,n,m,k\^) ^r+\,n,m,k\^)\ ~ Jr+\,n,m,k\^) 
By Lemma 3.2 
lF(x) 
o-f(x) 
Thus 
fix) _ 1 
F(x) a 
Jr+\,n,m,k\X) — Jr+\,n,m,k ix) (3.14) 
(3.15) 
Using the boundary condition F(0) = 0 and F{x) < 1 for all x > 0. We must 
have 
F{x) = \-e~''^ , x>0, o->0. (3.16) 
For m--\, 
rx —i^~y) 
Fr+\,n,m,kix)=]^{\-e ^ )fr,n,m,kiy)dy (3.17) 
i.e. 
k k 
fX -X - y 
^^ [^.,«,/«,)t(^)-^.+l,«,m,yt(^)]=Jbe^ fr,n,m,kiy)dy (3.18) 
Differentiating both sides of the above equation with respect to x, we obtain 
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k k 
k 
— X 
On simplification, we obtain 
k 
I.e. 
Jr+l,n,m,k\^) ~ Jr+l,n,m,ky^) CTfix) 
Thus 
f(x) ^ 1 
F(x) a (3.19) 
Using the boundary condition F(0) = 0 and F(x) < 1 for all x > 0. We must 
have 
F(x) = l-e'''''~\ x>0, a>0. (3.20) 
For k = 1 and w = 0, we obtain a characterization of the exponential 
distribution by the relation -^r+ln = •^m'^ ^ • If ^ = 1 and m = - 1 , 
n-r 
Then we obtain a characterization of the exponential distribution by the relation 
d 
^U(r+l) = ^U(r) +o-^» where ^u{i) is the i^ upper record in a sequence, 
{X„,n>l}, of /. i.d. observations. 
Generalized Pareto distribution 
Let X be a lifetime (non-negative) random variable with distribution function 
F{x) and survival function F(x) = 1 - F{x). The random variable X is said to 
have generalized Pareto distribution {GPD) if its survival function is given by 
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Fix) = \ 
ax + b 
, x>0. (3.21) 
where a> -I and b>0. 
Theorem 3.4: (Tavangar and Asadi, 2007) 
Let X(l,n,m,k),...,X(n,n,m,k) be non-negative generalized order statistics 
from a population with absolutely continuous distribution function F(x). 
Furthermore, assume that 
0(t) = 
m(oy 
where m denotes the mean residual life function of F(x). Then F{x) is GPD 
if and only if for / > 0, and s = \,2,...,n. 
X{s,n.m.k)-t 
e{t) X([,n,m,k)>t d^ X{s,n,m,k). (3.22) 
where d stands for distribution. 
Proof: We prove first the 'if part of the Theorem. First note that for w > 0, 
P{X{\,n,m,k)>u)=^[k + {m^\){n-\)][{F{x)] 
= [F(M)]^'""*'^^^""^^^* 
C^/VM('"+0(«-1)+^-I dF(x) 
(3.23) 
Let relation (3.22) hold. If 5 = 1, then we have 
r X(l,n.m.k)~t 
>u X{l,n,m,k)>t = P(X{l,n,m,k)>u) 
or, 
P{X(l, n,m,k)>t + u0(t)) = P(X(l, n, m, k) > t) P{X{\, n, m, k)>u). 
This implies, using (3.23), that for alW > 0 and w > 0, 
F(t + u0(t)) = Fit)F(u). 
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That is, F{x) is GPD. Now suppose that 2 < s < n. Let 
G(u,t) = P(t < ^ ( 1 , n, m, k) < X{s, n,m,k)<t + u0(t)) 
P(Xil,n,m,k)>t) 
Then, 
Giu,t) = 1 
[F(t)] (m+l)(«-l)+* 
X f""" f 7^f^""W{A„(F(y))-/.„(i^(x))} s-2 ( 5 - 2 ) ! 
X [F(>;)]('"+lX"-^)+*-l dF(x)dF(y) 
int)] 
_ J _ _ ^ 
x[F(>;)]('"+l>("-^)+*-ljF(>') 
_ [f+»g(f) C^-l 
=r (5-1)! ^,„(n>'))-^.,(/^(0) 
5-1 
F^'+VO 
^ F ^ .\('n+l)(n-5)+A:-l 
^(0 J F(0 
= £ \-[Fit+u0(t))/F(t)] C^_i (5-1)! 
/^^(l-(l-v)F(0)-/2;;,(F(0) , 5 - 1 
F"'^\t) 
x(l-v)( '"+lX«-^)+*-ljv. (3.24) 
Note that, 
dh„j(x) 
dx 
= (l-x) m 
One can easily show that for each m&R, the fraction 
h^{\-{\-v)Fit))-h^{Fit)) 
F'"'-\t) 
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does not depend on / and is only a function ofv. In fact, it is the same as 
On the other hand, 
= t^^"^7^^^"^(v)( l -v)^ '""^^^"-^^" ' -^^v (3.25) 
(5 l). 
If (3.22) holds then we have 
Giu, t) = P(Xis, n, m, k) < u) (3.26) 
This implies that the right-hand sides of (3.24) and (3.25) are equal which in 
turn implies that for every /, M > 0, 
Fit) 
That is, F(x) is GPD. 
The 'only if part of Theorem follows equation (3.24) and (3.25) and fact that 
when X is distributed as GPD, equation (3.27) holds. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.5: (Tavangar and Asadi, 2007) 
Let Xi,X2,-.,X„ be i.i.d non-negative random variables with absolutely 
continuous distribution function F(x). Assume that Xi.fj,X2:n,—,X„.„ denote 
order statistics corresponding to Xfs, i = \,2,...,n. Then for fixed k and n, 
where k = l,2,...,n-2, 
^k+l:n ~^k:n 
\ 
Xk:n > t = c, (3.28) 
if and only if F{x) is GPD, where c is a positive constant 
Proof: See reference. 
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Uniform distribution 
Theorem 3.6: (Tavangar and Asadi, 2007) 
Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be independent non-negative random variables from a 
continuous distribution fiinction F{x). Let also X\.„,X2:n,--,X„.fj denote 
corresponding order statistics, then 
/ - X,,„ I X„,„ < t d X„_,+i.„ I Z„.„ < f, / > 0, (3.29) 
for some n and r,r = \,l,...,n, if and only if for some 6>Q, F(x) is uniform 
on (0,^), where t/stands for distribution. 
Proof: Let x<t. To prove the 'only if' part of the theorem note that (3.29) is 
equivalent to 
P(t - X,,„ > XI X„,„ <t) = P(X„_,^i,„ > XI X„,„ < t). 
Using the following equation, 
^^YF(/-x)y|^ F(t-x)^"-' 
no . = y 
we get for all 0 < x < /, 
n rn^ 
Z . (Mf-x)y(^-Mt-x))"-' 
i=A * y 
" fn^ 1- I 
i=n-r+\ \h 
(M^)y(i-Mx)) n-i 
l-^l-zT"VrW)'(l-<2^/W)""' 
/=0 vv 
nfn\ 
= Z . (l-^/W)'(^,(x))''-', 
i=r\'J 
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where, 
^'^ ' Fit) 
This implies that, 
Fjt-x)^^ Fix) 
Fit) Fit)' 
or, 
F(M + V) = Fiu) + Fiv), V > 0, M > 0. 
The only solution of this functional equation is 
Fix) = cx,c> 0. 
Since Fix) is a distribution function it must have a finite right extremely, say 
0. Hence, Fix) is uniform on (0,^). 
The 'if part of the Theorem is straightforward. 
Theorem 3.7: (Tavangar and Asadi, 2007) 
Let Xi,X2,:.,X„ be independent non-negative random variables from a 
continuous distribution function Fix), such that limFit)/t exists as t-^0. 
Then for given some n and r,r = 1,2,...,«, 
Eit - X,,„ I X„,„ <t)d £[X„_,^i:„ I Z„:„ < tl (3.30) 
if and only if for some ^ > 0, Fix) is uniform on (0,^). 
Proof: See reference. 
CHAPTER V 
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
DUAL GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since concept of dual generalized order statistics (dgos) was introduced by 
Pawlas and Szynal (2001), many works on characterization have been carried 
out by several authors. 
Khan et al. (2009b) characterized a generalized family of distributions through 
conditional expectation of dgos, when conditioning is on a pair of non-adjacent 
dgos. Further, Khan et al. (2010b) established characterizing relationships and 
used it to characterized a general form of distributions whereas Khan et al. 
(2010c) characterized the generalized family of distribution through conditional 
variance. 
Athar and Faizan (2011) obtained explicit expression for the r-th moment of 
dgos for power function distribution and characterized the same through 
conditional moments of dual generalized order statistics. 
Ahsanullah (2004) and Mbah and Ahsanullah (2007) characterized the uniform 
and power function distributions based on distributional properties of dual 
generalized order statistics. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MOMENTS 
Power function distribution 
Theorem 2.1: (Athar and Faizan, 2011) 
Let X'(r,n,m,k), r = l,2,...,n be dgos based on continuous distribution 
function F(-). Then for two consecutive values r and r +1, 1 < r < .y < «, the 
conditional expectation of d'goi' X'(s,n,m,k) given XXr,n,m,k) = x, is given 
by 
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E[X'(s, n, m, k) | X'{r, n, m, k) = x] = Og^^x, 
if and only if X has the df 
/ \a+\ 
F(x) = l - I , O<x<0 
where 
' (« + l)7/ 
^s\r = 11 
/=r+l 1+ (« + !)/ / 
Proof: we have 
gs^r = E[XXs, n, m, k) \ X'(r, n, m, k) = x] 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
^ s - l 1 fy(m] r,-l 
1 - (Hy)) 
OT+l 
(Hx)) m+\ 
s-r-\ 
Ay) 
F(X) dy (2.3) 
Let w = Fiy) 
\x ) 
a+\ 
,then>; = xu(^'^^^ 
F{x) 
Thus (2.3) becomes 
E[X\s, n, m, k) \ X'{r, n, m, k) = x] 
Q-1 
Cr.l{s-r-\)\^rri + \) 
^^^^xu^^^-^^^s-^i.^m-^^Y-r-ldu. 
Set u*"^^ = / to get 
E[X'{s, n, m, k) \ X'(r, n, m, k) = x] 
Q-1 
C^_l(s-r-l)\(^fn + i) 
1 , r. -1 w 
\ j^^^(a+l)(»i+l) m+1 m+\ 
xll-tf-'-^dt 
— dgtfX, 
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where, 
^s\r= n ^^ "^  ^^^' (Khan and Alzaid, 2004). 
/=^+l 1+ ( « + ! ) / / 
To show that (2.1) implies (2.2), we have 
gs\r+l W - gs\rix) = a^ir+lX - a^ifX = K | r + 1 " ^^Ir )^ 
{a + l)rr+l 
Therefore, 
1 g's\r{x) (a + 1) 
rr+\Ss\r+\(x)~gs\Ax) X 
and hence 
f(x)^ia + l) 
F(x) X 
implying that 
(2.4) 
F(x) = ' X ^ o<x<e. 
General form of distributions 
(a) F{x) = {a^{x) + bf 
Theorem 2.2: (Khan et al., 2009b) 
Let X'{r,n,m,k), i =!,...,« be the dgos from a continuous population with the 
df F(x) and the pdf f(x) over the support (a , /? ) , and h(t) be a monotonic 
and differentiable function of t. If for two consecutive values r and r +1 , 
2<r+l<j<s<n 
gJllA'^'y^ 
= E[h(X'U,n,m,k))\X'il,n,m,k) = x,XXs,n,m,k) = y], l = r,r + \ (2.5) 
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exist and gix,y) is a finite and differentiable function of x, then 
Brix,y) 
dx gj\r,si^>y) 
F(x) B'^(x,y) [gj\r+\,s('^^y)-Sj\r,s(x>y)] 
(2.6) 
and 
[F(x)Yr.iB',(x,y) 
B'r(x,y) exp 
-jfAi(t,y)cit (2.7) 
where 
B'rix,y) = iJ'Hm Yi (2.8) 
and 
Ax{x,y') = dx 
gj\r,s(^>y) 
[gj\r+i,s (x>y) - gj\r,s i^^y)] (2.9) 
Proof: we have, in view of (5.6) and (2.5) 
gj\r,six,y)B',{x,y) = fh(t)BJ(x,t)B',(t,y)^dt (2.10) 
Differentiate both the sides w.r.t. x, to get 
dx gj\r,s (x,y) Br (x, y) + gj^r,s (x, y) 
d c 
^B'Ax,y) 
ox 
i;^(o •^BJ{x,t) 
ox 
{B){t,y)\^dt (2.11) 
after noting that B' {x, x) = 0, as f; a^^{s) = 0 (Khan et al., 2006). 
i=r+\ 
Since aY^^\s) = {rr^^-yi)aY\s), i = r + 2,...,s. 
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Hence, 
5,%i(^ ,y) = t r^0' 
i=r+2 
= rr+\Brix^y)- F(X) fix) ox 
Thus (2.11) reduces to 
(2.12) 
•T-gj\r,s(x,y)Br(x,y) 
dx 
= [gj\r+\,s(x,y) - gj\r,s(x,y)]Br+iix,y) fix) 
Fix) 
or, 
f(x)B'^^^(x,y)_ ^ gj\r,s(x,y) 
f'ix) B'^{x,y) [gj\r+\,six,y)-gj\r,six,y)] 
implying that 
= Ai{x,y) (2.13) 
/ ( - ) . ^ ^ ' ^ " ' ^ ^ ^^^>'^^^'^ '^ 
/A-+1T7T + 
F(x) B'r(x,y) [gj\r+l,s(^>y^-Sj\r,s(x,y)] 
Integrating both the sides w.r.t. x over (x,/3), we get (2.7). 
(2.14) 
Corollary 2.1: (Khan et ai, 2009b) 
It may be noted that for yi ^ /j and Wj = • • • = m„_i =m^-\. 
a\'\s) 1 
Ylirj-n) 
j=r+\ 
= (-1) 5 - / 1 (m + l)*-'-U^--^--l)'.(^-0!' 
(2.15) 
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Thus, 
B'r{P,y) 
[F{x)Yr.x 
F(x) 
Vs 
(m + iy-''~\s-r-l)\ 
[Fix)] Ys 
{m + \Y~''~^{s-r-\)\ 
' 5_/ {s-r-\)\ (F(y)^^' ^' X(-i) 
-/ (s-r-\)\ 
i=7^\ ' ii-r-\)\{s-i)\ Z(-i) [F(>')] Yi-y, 
\_F{xT^^'''~''^ 1- Fiy) 
/w+l 
Fix) OT+1 
( 5 - r - l ) 
[1-F(;;)'"+^/^-'-^) 
implying that 
l - [ n x ) ] 
1-[F(>^)] 
OT + 1 
OT + 1 
= 1 - exp 1 
{s-r-\)'^ 
fA^{t,y)dt m>-\ (2.16) 
at 
logF(x) 
logF(3;) = 1 - exp 
1 
{s-r-\)'^ fA^{t,y)dt , m = -I (2.17) 
as 
-^{Fix)r^'={Fix)r^UogF(x), 
dm 
which tends to logF(jc) as w - > - l . 
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Theorem 2.3: (Khan etai, 2009b) 
Let X\i,n,m,k), i = l,...,n be the dgos from a continuous population with the 
df F{x) and the pdf f{x) over the support {a,fi) and h{t) be a monotonic 
and differentiable fiinction of t. If for two consecutive values s -1 and s, 
l<r <j<s-\<n, 
gj\r,l(x,y) 
= E[h{X\j,n,in,k))\X'{r,n,in,k) = x,X'{s,n,rh,k) = y\, l = s-l,s 
exist, then 
5 .s 
Ys 
f{y) dy Bt.{x,y) dy gj\r,s(x,y) 
Hy) B',{x,y) [gj\r,s(X'y)-gj\r,s-l(x,y)] 
and 
(2.18) 
i=r+{ 
^F(y)y' ^' 
v^Wy 
= aPis)exp -^A2(x,t)dt (2.19) 
where 5^(x,^) is as defined in (2.8), 
^li^^y) dy 
Sj\r,s(x,y) 
[Sj\r,s (x,y) - gjy,s-i i^^y)] (2.20) 
Proof: Differentiating both sides of (2.10) w.rJ. y and proceeding as in the 
Theorem 2.2, we get 
d 
f{y) B',-\x,y) dy gj\r,si^^y^ 
Hy) B',(x,y) [gj\r,s(x,y) - gj\r,s-\(x,y)] 
(2.21) 
where 
Br\x,y) = \rs B'Ax,y)-^^^B',(x,y) 
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as 
Z'-) (O, ay\s-l) = (r,-ri)ay\s) 
That is, 
rs 
fiy) dy 
— B'r{x,y) 
-gj\r,s(^,y) 
Hy) B'r(x,y) [gj\r,s(x,y)-gj\r,s-\(x,y)] 
Therefore, 
.(r), 
i=r+\ 
^F(y)' 
nx)) 
y.-Ys 
= a^p{s)&xp -gA2i.x,t)dt 
and hence the result. 
Corollary 2.2: (Khan ei al., 2009b) 
It may be noted that at /,• ?^  /: but mj = • • • = m„_i =m>-l. 
' Xr),jF(y)y-~^' 
14^(5) 
i-r+l v ^ W y 
implying that 
ai'\s) 
m+\ 
1- {F(y)} 
m+\ 
{F(x)} m+\ 
s-r-l 
^ ^ = 1-"^P[-7r;-IE^2(^,0^/| m>-l (2.22) 
{Fix)} 
Remark 2.1: In the limiting case as x -> y9, at r = 0, Theorem 2.3 reduces to 
Zai(s)[F(y)f'-rs=a,(s)cxp 
/=1 -£ 
gj\t(0 
[gj\s(0-gj\s-\(t)] 
•dt 
where gj\s{y) = E{h{X{j,n,m,k))\X{s,n,m,k) = y], for Yi^Yj and for 
m\ = • • • = m„_i = w > -1 
[F(>;)]'"+l=l-exp 1 ry g'j\sit) 
^-^^{gj\sit)-gj\s-\it)\ 
dt 
as given by Khan et al. (2010b). 
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Examples: 
For adjacent dgos at _/ = r +1, ^ = r + 2 and m^^i > - 1 , it can be seen that 
Jr+\\r,r+2V\x,y) = -—- , (2.23) 
and therefore, corresponding to (2.16) and (2.22), we have respectively 
^^W) -\-e-h (2.24) 
and 
l-{F(j);)}'"'-+i+l 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ - ^' (2-25) 
{F(jc)}"''-+« 
where 
Thus we have, 
= £[/z(^'(^, n, m, k)) I ^ ' (^ , n, m, k) = x, X'(s, n, in, k) = y] = h(x) 
gs\r,six,y) 
= E[h{X'(s, n, m, k)) \ X'(r, n, m, k) = x, X\s, n, m, k) = y]^ h(y) 
and 
Sr+l\r,r+2(x,y) 
= E[h(X'(r +1, n, m, k)) \ X'{r, n, m, k) = x, X\r + 2, n, m, k) = y] 
= g{x,y). (2.26) 
Therefore, 
{h{x)-g{x,y)\ 
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and 
(i) g(.,,) = - ^ I ^ M ± ^ ] ! : l z I ^ M ± ^ - ^ , c . - l (2.29) 
if and only if 
1 - {F(x)}'"^+i +^ = \ah{x) + i ] '^ , (2.30) 
(H) , ( . , , ) . -^ t (Hx)r ; - ( / . ( . ) r^]^^^, (,3^^ 
(^-1) [/2(x)f-[/z(>')r 
if and only if 
1 - {F(x)}'"'-+' +^  = fl[/?(x)]-'^ + h, (2.32) 
('») ^(^,>^) = — ^^—^-^ ' ' C ^ - 1 (2.33) 
a{c +1) [a/2(x) + bf - {aKy) + bf a 
if and only if 
{F{x)}'"r.x+^=[ah{x) + bf, (2.34) 
(iv) For m\ =••• = m„_i = w > - 1 
gjlrA^'^y)- ^7:7^ (2-35) 
if and only if 
l-{Fix)}'"^^=ah(x) + b, (2.36) 
where a, b, c and h{x) are so chosen that F(x) isadf. 
Proof: See reference. 
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Theorem 2.4: (Khan et al., 2010b) 
Let ^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x. If for 1 < r < 5 - 1 < n 
E[<^{XXs,n,m,k)}\ X'(l,n,m,k) = x] = g,|/(x), / = r,r +1, (2.37) 
exist and is differentiable with respect to x, then 
F(x) = exp g's\At) 
rr+1 "" Ss\r+\it)-Ss\rit) 
•dt a<x< p. (2.38) 
Proof; We have, 
E{^{X\s, n, m,k)}\ XXr, n, m, k) = x\ = gs\r (x) 
That is, 
^'~' z;zr S^M^W)"^' -{FiyT^'r^-
Cr-\{s-r-\)\{m + \) 
= gs\ri^){nx)Y^^' 
^[F{y)Y'~^ f{y)dy 
(2.39) 
Differentiating (2.5) both the sides with respect to x, we get 
g;i,(x)[F(x)f-' + r,+ig,|,(x)[F(x)]^-'-Vw 
fix) 1 
F{x) Yr+x 
g's\rix) 
gs\r+\ix)-gs\rix) 
and hence the Theorem. 
Corollary 2.3: (Khan et al, 2010b) 
E{X'{s, n, m, k) \ X\r,n, m, A:) = x] = a*|^ x + 6*|^  = g |^^  (x) (2.40) 
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if and only if 
F(x) = [ax + bf, a<x<p 
where 
(2.41) 
«5|r= n : ;—^andZ»^l^=—(l-«5|r) 
/=r+ll + ^ ^/ ^ 
where a, b and c are such that F{x) is a df over (a, fi). 
Proof: We have, 
E[X'{s, n, m, k) \ X'{r, n, m, k) = x] 
(2.42) 
Q-1 
Q _ l ( 5 - r - l ) ! ( m + l) - r - l Ja-^ F(x) 
.Ay) 
Fix) 
r . - i 
1- (/^(J)) 
m+l -]S-r-l 
(Fix)) m+\ 
dy (2.43) 
Let 
F{y) 
Fix) 
m+l r , ,-|(w+l)c 
ax + b 
= t 
then (2.43) reduces to 
E[X'is, n, m, k) \ X'ir, n, m, k) = x] 
Cc_ s-\ 
Cr_^is-r-1)1 (m + l) 
* ^n * \ 
' a ' 
1 Aiax + b)t^ ^ » ^ ^ l m+l 
5-r - a 
x[l-tY~''~^dt 
where 
c/i 
^s\r = n —^-^ (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
,-r+ll + ^r/ 
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To show that (2.40) implies (2.41), we have 
* * f b\ 
a (ax + b) asasir+i= U -—— = ^^^«^|r 
Therefore, 
rr+\ 
and hence 
g's\r(x) 
gs\r+\(x)-gs\r(x) 
ac 
ax + b 
fix) ac 
F{x) ax + b 
implying that 
F(x) = [ax + bf. 
Remark 2.2: Let <^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x, then 
E[<^{X'(s, n, m,k)}\ X\r, n, m. A:) = x] = as\r^(x) + b^^r (2.44) 
if and only if 
F(x) = [a4(x) + bf, a<x<p 
where a, b and c are such that F{x) is a df over (a,/3). 
(2.45) 
This can be proved on the lines of the Corollary 2.3 by considering 
gs\r(x) = asir^(x) + b*ir. 
A number of distributions can be characterized by the proper choice of a, b, c 
and ^(x). 
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Remark 2.3: If we denote X{.„ > X2„ > ••• > X'„.„ (lower order statistics) and 
Xi.„ < X2:n <•••< X„.„ (order statistics), then for 
F{x) = [a^ix) + bf 
E[^iX',,„)\X',,„ =x] = al\,^(x) + bl\, =E[^(X„_,^i:„)\X„_,^:,„=x] 
(Burkschate/a/.,2003) 
, * A c(n-j + l) , ,* b,. * . 
where a,,^ = f l -. irW—, and >^,|^  = — ( l - a , , ^ ) . 
y=r+l^(""-/ + l) + l ^ 
Replacing « - 5 +1 by r, we get 
£[^(X,;„) |^ , .„=>;] = a2^(>;) + 62 
if and only if 
F{y) = [a^{y)^bf 
where 02= U / ." , ' = 11 / . , ' and 62 = —(1 -^2) 
a 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
And for the lower A: -record values (w = -1) 
E[^{X'(s,n-\,k)} I X'{r,n-\,k) = x] = al^,^(x) + bl^, 
where a i^^  = and b^ir = —( l -a^ l r ) -
Theorem 2.5: (Khan et al., 2010b) 
Let ^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x. If for 1 < r < 5 -1 < « 
E[^{X'ir,n,m,k)}|XV,n,m,k) = y] = g,\i(y), l = s-l,s (2.46) 
exist and is differentiable with respect to y, then 
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{m^\)f{y){Fiy)r _^ s's\Ay) ^ ^^. . 
1 - {F{y)r^^ (^  - l)[^r|. (>') -gr\s-\ (y)] 
m^-\ (2.47) 
fiy) 
F{y)\ogF{y) 
and 
1 
= A{y\ m = -\ (2.48) 
F{y) = \-cx4~gA{t)dt /M+1 , a<x<p, m^-l (2.49) 
-logF{y) = e ^P , m = - l (2.50) 
where 
-\ogF{p) = \. 
Proof: See reference. 
Corollary 2.4: (Khan et al, 2010b) 
E[X\r, n, m, k) \ X'(s, n, m, k) = y] = a*^sy + br\s = Sr\s (y) (2-51) 
if and only if 
\-[F(x)f^^=[ay + bf, a<y<p, m^-l (2.52) 
where F(y) is a df over (a,j3), 
* ^-f 
<S-J) „„^ r.* _ b 
«r|5 = ilT—} T' and ^^1^ =— { \ -ar \ s ) 
and 
-logF(;;) = [qy + 6 f at m = - l with -\ogF{p) = \. 
Proof: See reference. 
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Remark 2.4: As noted in the Remark 2,3, for 
where a^^^ = U r—: and b^^s =—(l-«r|J-
Replacing n - r +1 by 5, we get 
E{^iX,,„)\X,,„=x\^aU{x)^bl 
if and only if 
F{x) = [aax) + bf 
where a^ = [[—^ ; f ^ = H —^ ^ — and 6] = — ( l - a i ) 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
Theorem 2.6: (Khan ei al., 2010b) 
Let (^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x If for 1 < A- < i' -1 < « 
E[^{X'(s,n,m,k)}\ X\l,n,m,k) = x] = ^^|/(x), / = r ,r +1, (2.53) 
exist and is differentiable with respect to x, then 
where 
Ait) = ^ ^ . 
rr+\[gs\r+\it)-gs\rit)\ 
Proof: It can be seen that 
«.KiW = ? . | . W - ^ Zr,-^r(^)g^'^"^<^>''';'^'^''» (2.54) 
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Now, 
Differentiate both the sides with respect to x to get, 
C;._l /^(Xj /^y^.1 y^W C;. ,-^^^.1 
In view of the results X'^/ C-^) = 0' ^^f<s (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) and 
i-r+l 
(2.54), we have 
_J_F(x) , 
' Yr^X fix) 
Therefore, 
/ (x ) _ g's\rix) 
and hence the Theorem. 
= A{x) 
Comparing the Theorem 2.4 and 2.6, we notice that both the results are 
identical. Thus proceeding as in the Corollary 2.3 and the Remark 2.2, it can be 
seen that 
* , * F{x) = [ax + b] if and only if g^|^ (x) = a^^^x + b^^^ (2.56) 
and 
* . * F{x) = [a^{x) + bf ifandonlyif g_y|^ (x) = a^ |yX + Z)^ |^  (2.57) 
where o-jj^  and b^^^j. are as given in the Corollary 2.3. 
= D{y) 
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Theorem 2.7: (Khan etal, 2010b) 
Let ^(x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x. If for 1 < r < 5 - 1 < n 
g,^l{y) = E[^{X\r,n,fn,k)} \ X'{l,n,m,k) ^y],l = s,s-\ (2.58) 
exist and is differentiable with respect to y, then 
Ysfiy) B',{y)^ g'rlsJy) 
Hy) B,iy) [gr\s(<y)-gr\s-\iy)\ 
and 
V . — V 
t^iisWiy)] ' ' =a,(5)e"^^^'^^', a<y<P 
/=1 
where X< i^('^ ) = ^ 
/=1 
Bsiy)=I.ai(s)[F(y)f' 
^s (^ ) = n 7 — ^ = n r - ^ (2.59) 
j=iirj-rs) j=i(rj-rs) 
F(y) is a df over {a,(i\D{y) and i?5(>') are finite and differentiable 
functions of y. 
Proof: See reference. 
(b) F(x) = e~^^(^), XG(a,/3) 
Lemma 2.1: (Khan eial., 2010c) 
Let the df F(x) be twice differentiable on {a, ft), and let /?(x) be a non-
increasing and a twice differentiable function of x such that /i(x)->0 as 
x-^ p. Then the solution of the differential equation 
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F(X) +(rr+i-i) 
FXx) 
Fix) 
-i2 h\x) FXx) 
hXx)[F(x)i a^rr+l[h'(x)f =0(2.60) 
IS 
2 2 
« Tr+l 
F(x) = e~"^^^\ for all x e (a, A where a ?i 0 is a constant. (2.61) 
Proof: See reference. 
Theorem 2.8: (Khan ei al, 2010c) 
Let Z be a continuous random variable with df F{x) and pdf f{x) over the 
support {a,P). Let E{h{x)\ exists, then for some 0<r <n, 
V[h{X\r +1, n, m,k)}\ X'ir, n, m,k) = x] = 
if and only if 
F{x) = e~''^^''\ (2.62) 
where a^O, h(y) be a non-increasing and a twice differentiable function of y 
such that /i(>') -> 0 as J -^ y9 and /i(>;)F(>^) -> 0 as j -> a. 
Proof: See reference. 
Remark 2.5: At m = 0,k = l and /f. =n-r + l, Theorem 2.8 reduces for order 
statistics. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTY 
Uniform distribution 
Lemma 3.1: ( Ahsanuliah , 2004) 
^ \ m + 1 
if m > - l (3.1) 
and 
^/,r,«,m,JfcW = ^/3ix)(.^) i^m = -l (3.2) 
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where, Fir,n,m,ki^) = ^X'(r,n,m,k) 
a(x) = l-[Fix)] 
/?(x) = -lnF(x), 
7W + 1 
q) B{p,q)^ r (p + 
Proof: For m> -\ 
C. 
Fl,r,n,m,ki^) = J ^ ^F{u)Yr-\g^(^F{u)r-'f{u)du 
r ( r ) £[^(")] Xr-
l-[F(u)] 
m + l 
m+l n r - l 
f(u)du 
r(r) "^  JM 
r 
= 1 
aix) = l-[F(x)] 
a(x) 
m+l 
For m = -l,rj=k, J = 0,l,---,n 
k' 
Fl,r,n,m,k (^) = ^  L[^(«) ] [" •"^(«)]''"' / («)^" 
* r(r) 
ry9(„) W, A^) = -^ In F(x). 
Lemma 3.2: (Ahsanullah , 2004) 
For m> -\ 
Fix) 
/ r+l[^/ , r ,« ,m,A:W-^/ , r+l ,n ,w,A:W] = -7 rT/ / , r+ l ,n , /w , ; tW 
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and for m = -l 
F(x) 
Proof: For m> -I 
n,r,n,m,k\^) n,r+\,n,m,k\^) 
m + \ -'"^^^'i^^ 
'aix) r. rr |_7 m + 1 a{x) 
f y ^ 
r -+ l , - ^^^ - l 
w + 1 
We know that 
IAa,b) - IJa +1,6 -1) = ^(^ + ^ ) y^(i _ x)*-l, 
"" "" r(a + \)r(b) 
thus, 
r . , ^ 
^l,r,n,m,kW n,r+\,n,m,ki^) m + lj 
r(r + i)r 
Yr 
X [1 - (F(x))'"''^ ]'• [F(x)'""^^ ]'"+! 
ri,...,rr 
r(r +1) m + l 
[F(x)]^-i 
F(x) 
r/-+i/W 
Jl,r+\,n,m,ky^)' 
Therefore, 
F{x) 
For m = - 1 , the proof of the resuh 
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F(x) 
is similar. 
Theorem 3.1: ( AhsanuIIah, 2004) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesque Measure) 
bounded random variable with strictly increasing cdf F(x) and pdf f(x). 
Without any loss of generality we will take F(Q) = 0 and F(l) = 1. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent 
(a) X is uniformly distributed random variable in (0,1) 
(b) X'ir +1, n, m, k) d X'ir, n, m,k)W,+i, 
where Wf.+\ is independent of Z 'C + U", w, A;) and the pdf of Wf.+\ is 
Proof: The proof of (a) implies (b) can be obtained from the dual 
representation of dual generalized order statistics in Burkschat et al. (2003). 
However, here we present a direct proof of resuh. 
Let m > -1 and Y = X'(r,n,m,k) W^^i 
Fy(x) = P(Y<x) = P{Xi(r,n,m,k) W,^i < x} 
X 1 fx')^'"'^ 
1 ( xV"^ ' 
= ^/,r,«,w,^W + 1 I - J fl,r,n,m,kiu) du. (3.3) 
Differentiating (2.3) w.rJ. x, we obtain, 
frix) = fl,r,n,m,kix)-fhr,n,m,kix> 
+ £ ^i^f'^'-'fl,r,n,m,ki^u)du (3.4) 
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From (3.4), we obtain on simplification 
/YJX) ^ rl Ir+l 
= L ^^fl,r,n,m,kiM)du. 
w 
(3.5) 
Differentiating both sides of{2.S)w.r.t. x, we obtain, 
( r r + i - i ) = (x)^'-+'"^ (x)^-+l .rr+i 
(3.6) 
On simplification from (3.6), we get 
/V(xy-^^^^±^/r(x) = - ^ Yr-X 
nr)x 
\-x m+\ 
-\r-\ 
m + 1 
(3.7) 
Multiplying both sides of (3.7) by X ^^'-^^ % we obtain 
r-1 
^ — — - ( r . . . - i ) i - ^z-^"" 
<ij: [/rW^" '] r(r) 
1-x ffi+1 
m + 1 
Thus, 
( r r + i - i ) \ _ ^ _ f SrJi. m /y(x)x-^^--^^) = c-J 
r(r) 
l-x OT+1 
nr-1 
m + 1 
cic 
c + -
r(r + l) 
l - x /w+1 !/• 
m + 1 
(3.8) 
where c is a constant. 
Therefore, 
/ y (x )=cx^ ' -+ ' -^+^^ 
rr+\ -1 
n.+i) 
l - x m+1 
"1?* 
m + 1 
(3.9) 
We have from (3.9), Fy (0) = 0 and Fyil) = + 1 . Since/y(x) is a pdf 
Tr+l 
with boundary condition Fy (0) = 0 and FyO) = 1, we must have c = 0, 
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Hence, we obtain 
Xr+l - l 
Y{r +1) 
\-x w+1 
w + 1 
Thus, Y = X'(r + \,n,m,k). 
To prove (b) implies (a), we have 
^x^ 
= X^-' +X,+i j ; iV,r,«,m,itF]«^^"' ^ ^« 
(3.10) 
Substituting - = f in the integral, we obtain 
u 
l ^ r + l + l 1 / l y r + l + i 
Differentiating both sides of w.rX. x, we obtain 
fl,r+l,ti,m,kM= rr+lX^''' ^ - Yr+l^^'-^'Fl,r,n,m,ki^)^ ^'^'-' 
+ (rr+l)^^^^^ '" ' jb^/ , r ,« ,m,^r)(0Q 
/ r+l 
c/r 
Thus, using (3.11), we obtain 
Jl,r+\,n,m,k\^)~ Yr-vX^ '^ ^ ' ' ' ' 
+ (^/,/-+l,«,/«,)tW-^^''^')rr+F ^ (3.12) 
On simplification, we obtain from (3.12) 
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fl,r+\,n,m,k W = (-^l,r,n,m,k W + ^l,r+l,n,m,k W / r+1^ ) 
rr+i/W 
(3.13) 
Thus, 
f(x) ^ 1 (3.14) 
The solution of (3.14) with boundary conditionF(0) = 0 and F(V) = 1 is 
F(x) = x , 0 < X < 1. (3.15) 
The proof of Theorem for m = -1 is similar. 
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